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Foreword & Project Objectives
We are living in an era where many EU countries are grappling with two particular problems from opposite
sides of the social spectrum, ie serious unemployment together with the issues it brings, as well as the problem
of an aging population. Engaging people in meaningful work, which can assist particular groups or
communities ‘in need’ has taken on an increasing importance and with it, promoting the idea of volunteer work.
Very often it is older people, who have the time to spare to engage in volunteer work. Significantly they also
have a lifetime of experience to draw upon. The active lifestyle and active aging that comes with it is important
for the mental, psychological and economic health of individuals, families, local and national communities, as
well as Europe as a whole.
The partner organisations in this project were at various stages in developing Volunteer Services prior to the
commencement of the project. Some had already well-established services in place, while others had very
fledgling services. What they had in common was that they each wanted to examine best practice with a view
to putting what they learned, back into their own organisation.
The project therefore set out to utilize opportunities in lifelong learning by focusing on the managerial
competencies of volunteer group leaders. In order to have any relevance to everyday reality, the leaders’
knowledge, skills and behaviour need to be tested. The major part of the project set out to observe each and
every component of the process of establishing and then managing the on-going needs of a volunteer service.
The partners would learn from each other and also from organisations with an already recognised and reputable
volunteer service in each of the partner countries.
The objectives set out for the project were to;
! Share experiences between partners while developing and building new volunteer programs
! Observe different methodologies of volunteer management to improve management skills
! Increase the quality of volunteer management – both the management of staff and volunteers
! Put into practice what was learned from the experiences of the project
! Distribute the results of the project to a wider audience
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Introduction
The SERVE Project had its beginnings at a GRUNDTVIG Contact Seminar which was held in Santiago de
Compostello, in Gallicia in November 2011. During the contact seminar and following a series of workshops
and meetings a number of very diverse organisations discovered a commonality of purpose around volunteer
services and decided to submit a GRUNDTVIG project proposal. The organisations were at various stages of
development in relation to volunteer services, but believed that they could learn much more from each other
and by exploring best practices in each country.
In the event, the diversity of partner organisations was central to the project and important from the beginning,
as it brought a range of participant’s expertise and experience to the table, across a wide spectrum of areas.
This unique combination of organisations and skills, which in turn spanned a range of countries, significantly
contributed to the breadth of learning and cultural experience over the lifetime of the project.
What follows is a list of participating organisations, together with a brief description of their work, in particular
as it relates to this project.
Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary http://www.szepmuveszeti.hu/volunteer_guide
The museum already has a number of well-established volunteer programmes, such as the Docent Programme.
This is a volunteer guide programme run by the Museum Education Department whose volunteer guides
provide free tours in Hungarian and English in the permanent collections. The Museum Education Department
proposes to establish a new training programme in which volunteers will be trained to give workshops for the
visually impaired of all age groups and nationalities. In addition, it wants to work with organizations
representing disadvantaged groups, offering trained guides to give workshops for people at risk of social
exclusion.
Access SERVE Project http://www.mfab.hu/volunteer_guide/grundtvig-learning-partnerships-20122014-1008
Senior Universtetet (Open University), Sveio, Norway www.sveio.no
"Senioruniversitet i Sveio" is an organization for adult education for seniors, which arranges speeches, study
visits and museum visits. The program is flexible and is open to people over 50. It is founded on the idea of
Lifelong learning. "Senioruniversitetet i Sveio" is owned by the municipality of Sveio and is run by local
volunteers in the municipality. Sveio is a minor municipality in rural area on the West coast of Norway.
Access SERVE Project at
PROACADEMY, Bratislava, Slovakia http://www.proacademy.sk/
This organisation is a NGO, supporting the propagation of common European attributes, joint cooperation and
the exchange of experiences of adult education and social affairs. One of its aims is to support volunteering
through adult education and it particularly targets adult learning for self-employment and local
entrepreneurship.
Access SERVE Project http://www.proacademy.sk/menu/29
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National Association of Principals and Deputy Principals (NAPD) Dublin, Ireland www.napd.ie
NAPD is the professional association representing Principals and Deputy Principals in second level schools and
adult & further education colleges in Ireland. The association has initiated schemes to encourage and support
the work of students in areas such as Arts, Science, Community Action / Active Citizenship. NAPD also has an
active retired membership section. Membership here is increasing as senior public servants in Ireland are
retiring earlier as part of the government initiative to reduce costs. NAPD harnesses the experience and
energies of these people who are willing to return to schools on a voluntary basis, to mentor the new leaders
and is anxious to explore more formal volunteer structures, possibly with a view to enabling retirees to also
give their time to students who may need extra help.
Access SERVE Project at
http://www.napd.ie/cmsv1/phocadownload/Public/Grundtvig_Volunteering_Project_Report.pdf
Galician Institute for Consumer Affairs, Santiago de Compostela, Spain www.igc.xunta.es
IGC is an autonomous Organization with responsibility for consumer protection policies in the field of the
regional government of Galicia. IGC includes also a Training and Educational School for Responsible
Consumerism (EGC) with an established annual training program aimed individually at all population sectors,
especially Non-university schools co-operating with the regional academic authorities.
Access SERVE Project http://igc.xunta.es/portal/page?_pageid=93,1580119&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
Civil Servants Association of Antalya, Turkey http://www.anmed.net/
This organization named ‘Antalya Memurlar Derneği (ANMED)’ is a NGO based in Antalya, one of the
tourist cities on the south coast of Turkey. The prime aim of the foundation is to contribute to the personal
development and of its members and staff. This includes the improvement of their social skills and their
participation in social, sportive, cultural and art education. The association also sends volunteers to provide
assistance in areas where natural disasters have occurred.
Access SERVE Project http://www.anmed.net/grundtvig-learning/foto.html
Every Czech Reads to Kids, Ostrava, Czech Republic http://www.celeceskoctedetem.cz/
The “Every Czech Reads to Kids“( Celé Česko čte dětem) is a public benefit organization (NGO), which was
established in 2006 in the Czech Republic. The mission of the organisation is to foster strong bonds within the
family by encouraging family members to read together. Regular reading to kids is of great importance for the
development of their emotional health. Reading aloud cultivates memory and imagination and teaches kids to
think. Reading aloud also creates a strong bond between the parent and child. The organisation engages
schools, nursery schools, libraries, mother centres and old people´s homes and is building a national network of
coordinators-volunteers. Volunteers play an essential role in spreading the idea of reading-aloud to children as
well as in realizing various activities such as reading to children in hospitals, orphanages or participating in the
daily reading programmes in kindergartens and schools.
Access SERVE Project http://www.celeceskoctedetem.cz/g
Warsaw Volunteer Centre Association www.wolontariat.waw.pl
The primary objective of this Association is the promotion and development of civil society in local
communities. The association wants to change the old negative stereotype of social work in Poland. It has
established volunteering programmes in places such as Welfare Centres, Schools as well as Employee
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Volunteering from the Workplace. It also runs seminars and promotional campaigns as well as providing an
on-line platform to connect volunteers with host organisations.
Access SERVE Project www.wolontariat.waw.pl/nasze-programy/grundtvig

Summary of Project Activity & Main Findings
The collaboration of partners from eight different countries drew experiences from different types of volunteer
services, some with longer traditions and others with less. Each partner addressed a common set of questions,
aimed at eliciting information on key topics. Each partner also hosted a project meeting in their own country to
broaden discussion and debate on these topics. Seminars were also arranged in each country, at which
established and well respected volunteer organisations were asked to contribute from their experience and
practice.
There is a full reference list of organisations which participated in the project meetings in each country
included with the report from each partner.
The extensive range of seminars pointed up best practice across a wide variety of organisations. The following
is just a sample list to indicate the wide variety
Hungary; Volunteer Guide Programme of the Museum of Fine Arts Budapest, as well as Volunteer
programmes of the National Motoric Improvement Centre for Children and Youth
Czech Republic; Volunteering programmes to help children and their families who are in danger of becoming
socially excluded as well as volunteer companion services for people who are very ill.
Ireland; Foróige, the leading and most successful youth organisation in Ireland, as well as the Cork Volunteer
Centre which provides a placement service for volunteers, as well as training for host organisations.
Norway; Kirkens Bymisjon”, a social welfare organization - connected to The Norweagian Lutherian Church helping people who have difficulties in material and social life as well as Norges Turistforening a nation wide
volunteer organization for outdoor activities for all four seasons.
Poland; Corporate sponsored Employee Volunteering programme as well as sports volunteering
at the National Stadium in Warsaw.
Slovakia; People in Peril, a non-profit civil society association, established in Slovakia in 1999, to provide
effective support to those who suffer the consequences of natural catastrophes, conflicts and authoritarian
regimes.
Galicia; A wide range of digital and e-commerce volunteering programme initiativesfocussing on
communities, to introduce elderly people and other socially disadvantaged groups to the internet and help them
to overcome their fear of new technologies.
Turkey; The HAMLEDER Education, Culture, Relief and Aid Organization, a civil organization considering
education to be a solution for all problems, regarding ignorance and poverty as the main source of all problems,
and believing that all wounds can be treated by love, compassion, mutual help and solidarity.
An extensive and thoroughly enjoyable cultural programme formed an intrinsic part of the project meeting in
each country. This helped visitors sample the culture of the host country, which was a very important way of
breaking down barriers and allowing people to get to know one another. Photographic records of these events
are carried on the host organisations web sites.
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Main Findings
There are many things which we have in common across the EU and beyond, our starting point for one. Each
participating country has an established and in some cases quite extensive and highly organised national
volunteer structure already in place. In some countries there is a national volunteer organisation which coordinates much of the activity in the area and is in a position to advise and assist any company or association
interested in taking on volunteers. We experienced many examples of best practice across a wide range of
activities, leading us to conclude that there is plenty of assistance available.
What kind of a person is a volunteer?
A volunteer is a person who voluntarily undertakes a service in order to help others. In addition to altruistic
motivations, people also use volunteering as a way to meet others, to make contacts and to have fun.
Volunteering takes many forms and is performed by a wide range of people, young, middle aged and senior.
Serving or self-serving, volunteering furthers self-fulfilment through an active lifestyle which is the first step
along the long path of active aging.
Who manages volunteer programmes?
People who are very committed to a particular cause and who have already given willingly of their own
personal time are more likely to become involved in managing volunteer programmes.
Managing Volunteers / Management Styles
The groups of volunteers should be led by experienced paid employees. Volunteers that shine can in turn
become leaders. They can also lecture and train others. A volunteer may serve as a team leader, a project
leader, a regional leader or as a mentor. Motivation, communication and training workshops & conferences are
crucial. A wisely built and controlled hierarchy works best with volunteers. While an amount of autonomy is
needed, depending on experience and the nature of the work, it is necessary to have someone clearly in charge.
Selection & Motivation of Volunteers
There are many practical ways of going out and recruiting volunteers, such as using the media and mounting
special campaigns. Organisations differ in the methods that they use. There are also legal requirements to be
taken into consideration and every country has particular regulations governing the employment of volunteers.
One of the most important aspects of volunteer management is to maintain volunteers’ interest. As they are not
paid, then many organisations organize common social activities and provide opportunities for the volunteers to
meet together. Assigning positions of more responsibility for people who are eager to do more, can also keep
volunteers motivated, as can valuing volunteers’ work by saying ’thank you’ on a regular basis, when
appropriate.
Legalities and Agreements
All countries have established legal frameworks governing the employment of volunteers. Contracts and
Agreements should be used when a volunteer is taking up a position with an organisation. There are a number
of examples of these presented in the document. They vary according to the culture of the organisation as well
as the legal requirements.
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Questions Posed to each Partner
1.Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in? How did you get involved?
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness? Would
you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative, Persuasive,
or other) Why?
5. Volunteer selection and training
How do / would you select volunteers? How do / would you train volunteers?
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
9. Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
10. Volunteer Agreement
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme? If so, give a sample of
your agreement. If not, please develop one and provide a sample.
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Introducing the Partners
And

Answering the Questions Posed
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1. Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
I am the Director of the Docent Programme of the Museum of Fine Arts. This is a volunteer guide training
programme. The word docent is derived from the Latin “docere” meaning to lead. Originally used to denote a
professor or university lecturer, the term has expanded to include the volunteer guides who staff many
museums and other educational institutions. Docents introduce guests to the Museum’s collections by providing
free tours throughout the galleries and help visitors gain a deeper understanding of the art on display. In
addition to their function as guides, docents also often conduct research using the institution's facilities or
provide administrative support for the Docent Programme. Our prospective Docents undergo intensive training
by the Museum that focuses on interpretive and communication skills so they may better introduce the
Museum’s collections to visitors. Since all of the classes are in English, it is essential that prospective Docents
have a fluent grasp of the English language, although it is not necessary to be a native speaker.
How did you get involved?
A native of Hungary, I have lived in several countries, including Austria, Scotland and the United States. I hold
two Master's degrees, one in History, from Szeged JATE University, Hungary, and the other in Cultural History
and Art History, from BGC, New York, NY. After finishing my cultural history studies in New York and a few
years of work experience, I decided to move back to my native country, Hungary, without having secured a job.
When back, I sent out my resumes to several museums in Budapest, and I was soon offered a job at the
Museum of Fine Arts Budapest. Here I was asked to work for the Museum Education Department and to run
the Docent Programme. Since 2006 I have served as a museum educator and have run the volunteer guide
programme. Through my work with the museum I give lectures on art history, train volunteer guides and
regularly conduct museum tours for the general public, as well as museum professionals.
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
I was offered a job as a museum educator to run a volunteer guide training programme, which had been already
in existence for over 15 years at that time, at one of Hungary’s most significant museums. I had no previous
experiences with volunteerism. My involvement in a volunteer programme happened by chance, quite
unexpectedly.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
I have never been a volunteer myself before getting involved with a volunteer programme on a managerial
level.
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What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
As mentioned above, I had had no volunteering experiences before being asked to run a volunteer programme
at the museum. Since the programme already running needed some restructuring and reshaping, I thought my
assistant should be someone who had gone through the training programme at the museum by the time I was
appointed. Her experiences as a docent turned out to be very valuable at managing what at the time was
unfamiliar territory for me. I am quite sure that without her input I would have got into serious trouble
managing a volunteer programme in this transitional period.
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
According to Hungarian law on volunteerism, it is not possible to work as a volunteer for profit organizations.
Nevertheless, it is legal for such organizations to employ interns with ‘internship contracts’ for free. Practically
speaking, there is not much difference between the status of a volunteer working for a not-for-profit
organization and that of an intern working for a profit making organization for free. Legally, however, they are
treated differently.
Personally, I think there is nothing wrong with internship (‘voluntarism’) in a for-profit organization. When I
lived in the US, it was quite natural for students to seek out unpaid internship opportunities at firms or banks.
Taking into consideration the fact that if the employer takes a liking to the intern, s/he could end up being
offered a job, as indeed many were, this makes unpaid internships acceptable, even desirable, to me. From a
managerial point of you, I completely understand why internships could help find the right candidates for
certain positions. After all, given the relatively lengthy time of internships, employers can get to know the
intern’s quality of work, special abilities and personality, more than in any other ways. If there is balance, give
and take on both sides, I cannot see why there should be a discrimination against for-profit organizations.
3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness?
In many programmes, the manager of volunteers is responsible for a substantial number of volunteers. In order
to use the time, energy, and creativity of volunteers in an effective way, a manager needs to achieve and
maintain a certain level of control. Therefore, managing any large group of people requires a great deal of
structure and supervision. In order to facilitate volunteer work at its most effective level, manager positions
need to be paid positions. Otherwise, the managers may lack both the discipline and the authority required to
oversee any large group.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
Although I believe that the manager of any substantial volunteer programme should be employed full-time, I
would not exclude the possibility of asking suitable volunteers to help with volunteer management, even
supervision. The deciding factor would be their level of involvement. According to my own experience,
volunteers make excellent low-level supervisors of other volunteers. In fact, engaging volunteers in supervisory
roles is a way to promote and recognize experienced volunteers.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
A volunteer may serve as a team leader, project leader, a mentor, etc. In the Docent Programme, which consists
of about 100 volunteers, there are many administrative tasks undertaken by volunteers, including
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correspondence, newsletter editing, and registration. There are volunteer Treasurers, Art English Instructors,
Communication Workshop Instructors, Open House Coordinators, Social Activities Coordinators, and
Monitors, among others. Any of these responsibilities could be regarded as managerial responsibilities, and all
respective volunteers do a fabulous job. There is a wide variety of responsibilities experienced volunteers can
undertake. It is crucial, however, to distribute tasks in such a way that talent meets opportunity and the tasks
themselves do not require an unrealistic time commitment. In order to maintain organizational strategy, only
specific tasks should be distributed among volunteers, no matter how capable and willing they may be to do
more complex managerial tasks.
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
My policy is to separate decision making and execution, which is to say the paid manager makes the final
decision about each and every aspect of the Docent Programme. After all, I am paid to be a leader because I am
the most knowledgeable member of the group and have access to information that other members of the group
do not. However, before making the final decision, I do consult all the ‘players’ and genuinely regard their
input as necessary to the process of making any decision. I don’t believe in Democratic management, I think it
is a contradictory term. The reason we need hierarchy and leaders is to get things accomplished quickly and
efficiently. Lack of leadership accompanies poor organization and can create a lot of dissatisfaction for all
parties. On the other hand, if the manager’s personality is too authoritative, his/her competence and skills might
be questioned, which might lead to chaos and more difficulty in reaching goals. Thus, I believe, it is important
to be flexible enough to adopt any sort of approach – Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative, or Persuasive –
depending upon the circumstances.
5. Volunteer selection and training
How do / would you select volunteers?
Prospective Docents (volunteer guides) undergo intensive training by the Museum that focuses on interpretive
and communication skills so they are able to introduce the Museum’s collections to visitors. Each year we have
two seasons consisting of a Docent Training Workshop and a two-part lecture series.
There is a two-step selection process: before signing up for the course and at the end of the course.
Before signing up:
- Since all of these classes are in English, it is essential that prospective Docents are fluent in English, although
it is not necessary to be a native speaker.
- In order to make sure that only those who are committed join the programme, there is a training fee of HUF
50 000, which is expensive enough to take the classes seriously. At the same time, it is not too costly for those
on a budget.
After the end of the course:
- There is a written and an oral exam after the course ends, as well as a mentoring period with a final check-up.
At each step, one may be asked to repeat the exam multiple times.
How do you train volunteers?
The above-mentioned Docent Training Workshop and the two-part lecture series are led by museum
professionals and experienced Docents concomitantly. Traditionally, the workshop and the lecture series titled
“Bible Illuminates Art” are given by experienced Docents with good communication skills. On the other hand,
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museum professionals are the lecturers of the art history course that focuses on the Museum of Fine Arts
Budapest’s permanent collections. The art history lecture series has a different theme each semester. Both the
written and the oral exam at the end of the classes are put together by the Director of the programme, who is
also in the position of passing or failing prospective Docents. If they pass, prospective Docents will be
mentored by experienced Docents throughout the duration of ten tours. When one becomes a Docent, s/he is
encouraged to attend the classes of the upcoming season free of charge.
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
One of the most important aspects of volunteer management is to maintain volunteers’ interest. The more time
and energy a volunteer shares in the framework of a volunteer programme, the more s/he can help. The more
experienced a Docent is the more valuable his / her assistance is. To replace volunteers frequently would be to
double the workload of the management. Therefore, it is important to keep them in the programme for as long
as possible. In order to achieve this goal, however, Docents need to be continuously stimulated.
There are manifold ways of maintaining interest:
- Devising new and intellectually stimulating course themes and lectures every semester
- Organizing several common social activities
- Assigning positions of more responsibility for people who are eager to do more
- Valuing volunteers’ work by saying ’thank you’ on a regular basis, when appropriate
Until recently there has been a ‘pot-luck’ Evaluation Lunch or Dinner once every year, where I gave out books
as gifts to the Docents. However, the number of Docents assisting the programme significantly has become so
high that it is no longer possible to select only a few for gifts. Therefore from now on, we will no longer hand
out gifts at these lunches – instead we will express words of encouragement and gratitude to our Docents for
their dedication and hard work.
7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
Dismissing a volunteer is probably the most difficult part in my being a manager. It is relatively easy to send
away someone who conducts himself very badly in an unquestionable way. In such obvious situation, I would
just clarify my position without any hesitation. In most cases, however, my uneasy feeling about someone has
got no well-definable reason, therefore, it is quite subjective. Or else, I have a good reason to have doubts about
someone’s being in the right place at the right time; nevertheless the volunteer’s enthusiasm and willingness to
help might make me feel bad about taking a stand. Awful as it may sound, from time to time, I turn my eyes the
other way. Since I am quite aware of the fact that this is not the right way to handle the situation I have recently
devised a structure in which a committee of a few very good and experienced volunteers assists me with the
evaluation of a certain case.
Here below you will find a letter sequence written in order to inform the volunteers about the changes:
One of the things I am responsible for is maintaining the high quality of the docent-led tours. Unfortunately,
however, I have got very limited time to asses / monitor / assist trainees and docents. Therefore, I have asked
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XY and XXYY to help me with this important aspect of the Docent Programme. Both of them are experienced
as guides and mentors in a number of galleries. While I still hope to be present at most of the graduation tours
of docents-in-training, XY and XXYY have been asked to base-form a small monitoring team (I’m sure others
will join them later).
The monitors’ task is to see that the criteria forming the basis of docent training and guiding (see FIVE
"GOOD TOUR" GUIDELINES) are reflected in practice. Also, if you need some touring advice or in case you
get confused about the requirements, they will be there to offer you guidance.
The monitors’ assistance frees me from the burden of deciding on a volunteer’s fate on my own. Furthermore,
this makes it seem less personal when such decisions are made by a committee of people as opposed to one
leader.
As to the feasibility of guiding volunteers towards more suitable positions - it is possible and a relatively easy
thing to do. In our experience this can be done quite smoothly. Usually, volunteers are happy to help out in
general. If I tell them about another good position, they are naturally inclined to accept it without any
hesitation.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
Since the Docent Programme is part of the structure of the Museum of Fine Arts, preparing promotional
materials is relatively easy. We can employ the museum’s graphic designers to design our materials and we
have access to good quality printers. Nevertheless, probably the best way to promote our programme is through
our website which is part and parcel of the museum’s website. Also, I find it rewarding to send out the pdf
documents of the flyers to the volunteers already involved in the programme. They are happy to send them
further to whoever could be interested. I also have a team of volunteers who are responsible for advertising; it is
part of their volunteering services to find a way to reach out for as many potential candidates as possible.
As to finding companies to volunteer for a project, it is worth trying, I have no problem with it. It is a question
of chance and opportunities.
9. Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
In Hungary, we need to follow the relevant guidelines of Act LXXXVIII of 2005 on volunteer activities.
Accordingly a volunteer in legal terms is a person performing services for a nonprofit organization, a
nonprofit corporation, a hospital, or a governmental entity without compensation, other than reimbursement
for actual expenses incurred. However, there are all sorts of nuances to this definition. Many volunteers
receive indirect compensation that the government does not count as ’compensation’ such as gift books, up to
the value of 20 % of the minimum wage on a yearly basis.
Volunteer work is required to be subject to legal relationship between the host organization and the volunteer,
which is reflected by a written agreement in which expectations and any agreed commitment between an
organization and a volunteer are recorded.
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10. Application Form and Volunteer Agreement
An Application form is a formal written request for working as a volunteer. Volunteer Agreements are
written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and volunteer.

DOCENT PROGRAMME VOLUNTEER
Application Form
Netherlandish Art
Autumn 2013
First (Given) Name: ______________________ Last (Family) Name: _____________________
Nationality: ______________________________________________________________________
Place and Date of Birth: ___________________________________________________________
Address in Hungary: ______________________________________________________________
Telephone:_______________________________________________________________________
Mobile phone:____________________________________________________________________
E-mail address:____________________________________________________________________
Emergency Contact: (please list the name, telephone number and the relationship to the applicant)
__________________________________________________________________________________
Please list languages spoken:
__________________________________________________________________________________
Educational background:
Institution/ Programme/Certificate
__________________________________________________________________________________
Professional background related to:
□docenting
□art history
□administration
□visual arts

□museum or gallery employment □teaching □advertising
□journalism
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Other:_____________________________________________________________________________

Previous volunteering/ community service experience:
Institution/ company/ organization
__________________________________________________________________________________
Position held_______________________________________________________________________
Year______________________________________________________________________________
What are your hobbies or special interests?
__________________________________________________________________________________
Why would you like to become a Docent of the Museum of Fine Arts Budapest?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
What skills do you have that you feel would make you a good Docent?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Day and time available: _____________________________________________________________
How long do you expect to live in Budapest?____________________________________________
How did you hear about the program (check all that apply)?

□ Funzine

□ IWC

□ NAWA

□ From a Docent

□ From a friend

From somewhere else:
__________________________________________________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________

Date:____________________________
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Docent Programme Volunteer Agreement
Statement
Docents volunteer their time without monetary compensation. All benefits of being a Docent and/or an
administrative volunteer in the Docent Programme are listed below. Museum tour guides receive payment for
their activities, and are not a part of the Docent Programme, nor do they offer any volunteer services to the
programme. Docents providing tours for the Museum+ events will not receive monetary compensation; instead
they will be given book gift certificates to the Museum Gift shop for each Museum+ evening tour they provide.
Our primary role is to introduce guests to the Museum collections by providing free tours throughout the
galleries. A secondary role is to offer administrative support of the Docent Programme.
We work as a team within the guidelines set out by the Museum and the coordinators of the Docent
Programme.
This is a privileged and trusted position, similar to that of regular employees of the Museum; therefore we are
responsible for preserving and furthering the respected reputation of this institution. Any misuse of the Docent
and/or administrative volunteer role will result in immediate termination of the Volunteer Agreement.
Requirements for Docents-in-Training
1. Completion of the training program and mentoring.
2. To pay a fee for the lectures and workshops required during the training programme.
3. Identity Badge that must be worn when you are attending class and/or working in the Museum. The
loss of your ID Badge must be reported to the Docent Programme Director, and you must return your
ID badge when leaving the programme.
4. Once the training is completed, the docent is expected either to guide tours at least twice a month
throughout the docent calendar year, or to help the management of the group a minimum of 10 hours a
month.
5. If a Docent cannot fulfill the requirements, (s)he is expected to inform the Director about his / her
temporary or permanent withdrawal from the programme.
Benefits for Docents-in-Training
1. Free entrance to the permanent exhibitions.
2. Access and membership to the Museum Library.
3. Social events for Docents.

If the Docent-in-Training does not complete the training, the benefits outlined here do not apply.
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Benefits for Active Docents and Administrative Volunteers
1. Following training, fees for the lectures and workshops are waived, as long as you remain an Active
Docent.
2. Free entrance to the permanent and temporary exhibitions.
3. Free admission to Museum + events.
4. Informal invitations to openings of the Museum’s temporary exhibitions.
5. Museum social events.
6. Docent social events.
7. 10% discount at the Museum Shop.
8. Museum library membership.
Realistically, the time and financial commitment required of all volunteers is substantial; this and other aspects
should be carefully considered by the volunteer before signing this Agreement. If the Docent does not
maintain Active status, the benefits outlined here will no longer apply.
This agreement is also subject to the relevant guidelines of Act LXXXVIII of 2005.

PHOTO RELEASE
(Please underline the one that is applicable to you.)
I do give permission for my image in photographs taken at Museum events or activities to be used by the
Museum for promotional purposes.
I do not give permission for my image in photographs taken at Museum events or activities to be used by the
Museum for promotional purposes.

_____________________
Signature

_____________________________
Date

Name:

___________________________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________________________

Date of Birth: _______________________________
Information for prospective Docents
•
•

Every prospective Docent must read and sign this Volunteer Agreement.
Every prospective Docent must complete an application form providing:
name, address, telephone number and an emergency contact, etc.
This is kept on file in the Docent Programme office.
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Volunteer programmes examined at Budapest (Hungary) Project Meeting
Access SERVE Project at http://www.mfab.hu/volunteer_guide/grundtvig-learning-partnerships-20122014-1008
1. Sports and Leisure Association for the Visually Impaired
(Látássérültek Szabadidős Sportegyesülete, LÁSS) www.lassegyesulet.hu
Introduced by Szabolcs Forgács and a German EVS (European Volunteer Service) volunteer
This non-governmental association exists to foster and organise sporting and recreational activities for visually
impaired people and sighted volunteers. The goal is to connect them with one another so that they could do
these activities together.
2. Volunteer programmes of the National Motoric Improvement Center for Children and Youth (Mozgásjavító
Általános Iskola, Szakközépiskola, EGYMI és Diákotthon) http://www.mozgasjavito.hu/
Introduced by Zsolt Siklósi and Anita László
All the social activities outside of school hours are organized by volunteers catering to the needs of children
with mobility impairment.
3. Halastó Cultural Association (Halastó Kulturális Egyesület) http://halasto.com/
Introduced by Zsófia Tettamanti
In the framework of the association, as a result of volunteer activities, choral music, concerts and art
happenings are performed, or movies and exhibitions are shown in interesting Budapest venues. These venues
are found, renovated and maintained by volunteers. Their aim is to strengthen civic pride, play an important
role in urban renewal and provide new meeting places for people of all age groups who are intereseted in
contemporary urban culture.
4. The Volunteer Programme http://www.szepmuveszeti.hu/onkentesek_muzeumban
and the Volunteer Guide Programme of the Museum of Fine Arts Budapest
http://www.szepmuveszeti.hu/web/guest/szepmuhely/docent)
Introduced by Zsuzsanna Csuka, Coordinator of the Volunteer Programme of the Museum of Fine Arts and
Edina Deme, the Director of the Docent Programme
There are two volunteer programmes at the Museum of Fine Arts Budapest:
a. The Hungarian volunteers of the Volunteer Programme team up with Museum employees to assist the
museum staff in many areas such as Information Desk responsibilities, Newsletter editing, translation,
promotion, data entry, and office assistance. Some volunteers with special technical skills assist in web design
and technology. Volunteers also play an important role in giving support to museum educators in children’s
activities.
b. The volunteer guides of the Docent Programme (Volunteer Guide Programme) offer visitors free guided
tours in English and in Hungarian in the Old Masters’ collection. Prospective Docents undergo intensive
training in English by the Museum Education Department that focuses on interpretive and communication
skills. In addition to their function as guides, docents also often conduct research using the institution's facilities
or provide administrative support for the Docent Programme.
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1.Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
Everyone, from the European Commissioner for Education, through the Minister of Education and teachers at
schools through to parents, look for a way how to bring children to books. But in fact there is an easy way. It
has been proven by various studies that the most effective method of how to make a reader from a young man
lies in regular reading aloud. Even the Czech scientific researches carried out in 2003 show that reading aloud
by parents has the biggest influence on whether a child starts to read gladly and by him / herself. One in 5
pupils in the EU have inadequate reading skills. The European Commission addresses the importance of having
good reading skills, as this is of utmost importance. People with limited basic skills not only risk being
excluded from further education or training, but will also increasingly find themselves locked out of the labour
market and society.
I am the Founder and Director of the nationwide ‘Every Czech Reads to Kids’ Campaign where volunteers play
an essential role in spreading the idea of reading-aloud to children as well as in realizing concrete activities in
various corners in the Czech Republic.
How did you get involved?
In 2006 I passed all my business issues to my husband, and threw myself into the non-profit sector. I founded a
public benefit organization, Celé Česko čte dětem- Every Czech Reads to Kids. The original ideological
inspiration came from abroad: the wife of the Polish Ambassador in the U.S.A., Mrs. Irena Koźmińska brought
home the findings of Jim Trelease, the American guru of reading aloud, and in 2001 launched her campaign by
which I became enthused. The idea of positive impact of reading aloud on child’s emotional development has
always been close to me. Our campaign, however, follows its own peculiar path. The reason I decided to launch
the campaign was also a combination of other issues. Mainly it was a love for literature which was the subject
of my university studies. I am of the generation that joined the working process with the outbreak of the Velvet
Revolution (1989), and thus enjoyed unbelievable opportunities at the expense of spending less time with their
families. Therefore, I am so much touched by the promotion of family-bonding values and ideas of “being
together”, through reading together.
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
When I founded the public benefit organisation Celé Česko čte dětem / Every Czech Reads to Kids in 2006, I
began with the recruitment of volunteers, who would a few days later visit little patients in hospitals, and read
aloud to them. Together with this group of volunteers we put together another group that is the most important
at present. It is a group of regional coordinators, volunteers and enthusiasts who spread our campaign ideas in
their regions, and implement them in local schools, kindergartens, libraries or day-care centres. Thanks to it
they get as close as possible to parents and other adults in the children’s surroundings who are our target group.
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Our campaign´s primary goal is good parenting and the wise education of children. The whole structure of
volunteers evolves step-by-step. Our team (including me) learns something new every day. One of our most
challenging tasks is professionalization and as effective as possible leadership of the network of volunteers.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
I used to work as a volunteer when I was a teenager, and later on as a college student. It was mostly for our
community in my hometown. Later I volunteered on summer camps, festivals and cultural events. I also often
helped my parents. In my family, pro bono public work has always been taken for granted. But I have never
been a volunteer on a managerial level. Now I am responsible for several groups of volunteers with different
topics. That is why I appreciate so much being a part of SERVE project.
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
I think that each period of my life brought something that I can now utilise in our project where volunteers play
such a significant role. I delegate various tasks to my regular co-workers or as the case may be to our
volunteers. Andrew Carnegie once said: “A good manager is the one who surrounds himself with people better
than he is.” Regardless the chronological order, here is what I consider important. It is important to have
paragons and to work on your and others’ motivation.
Those who lead shall have a vision, a light at the end of the tunnel, but also an open mind, and ability to learn
from others. In the present era of e-mails and internet, the contact with other people is simpler. However, it is
the personal meeting that has the biggest impact, for instance at a conference or a workshop for regular staff
and volunteers.
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
24 years after the fall of communism, the Czech Republic still learns the principles of donations and patronage,
and re-discovers the wholesome effect of voluntary work on the behaviour and thinking of people.
As regards the connection of words ‘volunteering’ and ‘business’, the most widespread method of how the
management of companies strengthens the ‘voluntary thinking’ of their employees is within their
CSR(Corporate Social Responsibility). This is true mainly for the bigger companies and large enterprises.
Company volunteering stems from providing time and motivation to employees to enable them carry out
voluntary work. Companies settle the costs of time of their employees spent on voluntary work, they
acknowledge and appreciate their volunteering. Company volunteers invest their efforts, energy and ideas in
community service programmes. How does this happen? The company management reserves one, two or three
days a year so that the employees can choose for working in a non-profit organization. The employer pays full
salary to the employees. Thus it is not the traditional form of volunteering but it certainly brings many good
results. It provokes a greater awareness of the existence of a non-profit sector, emphasising the fact that social
responsibility is part of business. The transfer of employees to an unknown environment stimulates innovative
thinking, and encourages the ability to learn something new.
3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness?
As I have already mentioned, the Every Czech reads to Kids campaign is nationwide. Thus our volunteers come
from various regions, towns or villages. We constantly look for the most effective structures that would ensure
best possible utilization of volunteers’ work. To date we have four groups of volunteers controlled from the
organization headquarters. The groups of volunteers are led by experienced paid employees of our organization.
When we find out that some of our volunteers – regional coordinators are highly creative, engaged and
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equipped with significant organizational skills, we appoint them leaders of other volunteers, and gradually grant
them other competences. They can also lecture and train others. In our case when the network of volunteers is
so dispersed, that motivation, communication and training workshops & conferences are crucial.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
Definitely. We actually work that way. The most active volunteers (there are not many yet, though) regularly
visit our headquarters, and bring new perspectives of management of the whole network through their ideas,
suggestions and insights ‘from below’. And I repeat again: we all have been constantly learning.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
As we proceed with professionalization of our volunteers’ network, we gradually transfer certain competences
to our volunteers. Each individual competence, for instance training of new volunteers who visit child patients
in hospitals – requires personal contact. A volunteer may serve as a team leader, a project leader, a regional
leader or as a mentor. These structures do not work yet, but it is only a question of time.
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
I do not want to have the strategy and long-term plans be stipulated by someone outside our limited realization
team of Every Czech Reads to Kids. But I admit that for the future I plan to invite the most talented and most
eligible volunteers to decide with me and my team on important issues. I believe in hierarchy, a wisely built and
controlled hierarchy that works smoothly as a well-oiled machine with all parts properly fitted and dependent
on each other.
5. Volunteer selection and training
How do / would you select volunteers?
New volunteers apply to work for us mainly thanks to our media and public awareness campaign, which is
running in various parts of the Czech Republic. Most often we are contacted by people who have just seen our
TV spot, heard our radio commercial, or visited our website, seminar, or conference. They mostly include
women with a close relationship to children, reading, and education.
We have four different volunteer types in our organization: 1) Regional Coordinators; 2) Volunteers who
regularly go read to young patients in hospitals; 3) Seniors who participate in our programme called ‘Grandma
and Grandpa Back to Kindergarten’; 4) External Volunteers who help organize various events.
How do / would you train volunteers?
The four volunteer groups mentioned above work on different types of tasks. We have created a 31-page
Regional Coordinator's Manual, which is given to all new volunteers-coordinators during training. The regional
coordinators' task is to spread the idea in their community, area, or region. We also organize regular trainings
for those who read to children in hospitals. These include, for instance, information about books that are
suitable for particular age categories. Before the ‘Grandma and Grandpa Back to Kindergarten’ programme,
which lasts several months, all seniors who will be reading to children undergo our ‘how-to’ education course.
The fourth group comprises external volunteers who are hired for particular events and since they do mostly
manual work no training is necessary.
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6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
Our volunteers are spread all over the Czech Republic, so we, the organization's management, try to meet them
in person at least once a year at a big conference. Besides that we are in contact via email. We also regularly
send out newsletters and inform them about news. We invite them to various events we organize.
But we would like to work better and more systematically on this area because motivation is crucial.
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
Based on our seven-year experience, it is personal meetings and discussions about how to do the volunteering
activities for our project that have helped us most to maintain the volunteers' interest in our programme. But
personal meetings are very difficult for both sides, both time-wise and money-wise, because the volunteers
have to travel to one place from the entire country. Once a year, at the conference, the most active regional
coordinators are awarded a Certificate of Merit and a gift. This has a motivational effect, too.
7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
When our volunteers stop working with us it is most often their own decision. The most frequent reasons
include lack of time or a birth of their own baby.
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
This is possible but since the most common reason for termination of our cooperation is their lack of time,
change of positions does not really occur in our organization.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
We strive to promote our program whose integral and essential part is a volunteer network by various means,
using our website, promotional materials, printed media and radio as well as TV. However, from the point of
motivation direct personal contact with them at conferences in various towns of the Czech Republic has proven
to have the strongest impact. Each year we take the opportunity at conferences to award prizes to our most
active volunteers – regional coordinators, in front of the whole audience. And that is a powerful promotion and
motivation.
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
We did so in the past years. Large companies announced a volunteering day and their employees could spend a
whole day working for a non-profit organization. And thus some of them spend one day working in our
program.
9. Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
Volunteering is a freely chosen activity, done for the benefit of other people, free of charge. Each volunteer
gives a part of his or her time, energy and ability for the benefit of others and for society. Volunteers gain no
financial profit, but often a priceless good feeling from helping others as well as new experiences and
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friendships. Volunteering expresses basic human virtues, which in Western culture has its roots in Christian
morals (regardless if we believe or not).
Defining volunteerism in the Czech Republic is problematic, because the totalitarian communist regime (19481989) devalued volunteerism and turned voluntary work into obligatory socialistic collectivism (read more
about the history here). Since 1989 there has been 20 years of work in volunteer centres and thousands of
volunteers who help in hospitals, pensions for seniors, children´s homes, on environmental issues, culture, as
voluntary fire fighters, who prepare programs for children and youth or who help others when floods hit their
homes, have had excellent results - the meaning of the word "volunteering" is free from all political and other
connotations and means "only" a free choice how to spend time. A new generation grows up for which
volunteering will be a regular part of their lives, we hope.
The Czech Law on Volunteerism of 2002 (Zákon o dobrovolnické službĕ) was not conceived as a framework
law for volunteerism: the law only defines forms of voluntary activity and specifies the conditions under which
the Czech State will support them. Other forms of voluntary activity may still take place outside the scope of
application of this law.
The application of the Czech Law on Volunteerism falls under the responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior,
Crime Prevention Department, within which a department on Volunteer Service was established in 2002. This
department arranges the accreditation of “sending” NGOs, financial support to these organizations; the running
of the public list of accredited “sending” organizations, their monitoring, financial inspection and evaluation
etc.
In the Czech Republic, a system of accreditation has been developed for twelve volunteer programmes. The
activity defined as voluntary must fall under at least one of these fields:
• Assistance to persons suffering from domestic violence
• Assistance in the care of children, youth, families in their leisure time
• Assistance to elderly people
• Assistance to disabled persons
• Assistance to people addicted to drugs
• Assistance to ethnic minorities
• Assistance to immigrants
• Assistance to poor people
• Assistance during natural, ecological and humanitarian disasters
• Organizing collections for charitable purposes
In 2007, 27 voluntary organizations were accredited, in 2006, 40 sending organizations. The accreditation is
valid for next 3 years. 53 Accreditation of organisations to one or more of these programmes provides for
financial support from the Czech Ministry of the Interior.
The fundamental element is to promote the development of a wide range of voluntary activities and the social
protection of volunteers performing these activities. This means that under the law, responsibilities regarding
the engagement of volunteers must be met by the non-profit organization.
The law foresees the existence of a distinct system and it is only volunteers that volunteer within the framework
of this system who will receive direct support and protection of the government.
The Czech Act on Volunteering defines a “volunteer” as a physical person aged over 15 years if s/he is
volunteering in the Czech Republic or above 18 if s/he volunteers abroad. S/he may be employed/unemployed,
studying, retired etc., and the voluntary activity must be based on his/her competencies and skills. These are the
areas of activity where a volunteer renders:
- “Assistance to unemployed, socially weak or medically handicapped people, seniors,
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members of national minorities, immigrants, persons who have finished serving their
imprisonment sentence, drug addicts, victims of domestic violence as well as assistance to children, youth and
families”
- “Assistance during natural, environmental or humanitarian disasters, during the protection and improvement
of the environment, cultural heritage protection, preparation of cultural charity events or collecting money for
people as per letter a)”
- “Assistance in the implementation of development programmes and assistance under the framework of
operations, projects and programmes of international organizations and institutions, including international nongovernment organizations.
Every	
  Czech	
  Reads	
  to	
  Kids	
  cooperate	
  with	
  this	
  kind	
  of	
  volunteers:	
  
-‐
-‐
-‐

Regional coordinator of Every Czech Reads to Kids
Volunteers for Reading in Hospitals
Volunteers for help us with the organization of cultural and educational events

10. Application Form and Volunteer Agreement
An Application form is a formal written request for working as a volunteer. Volunteer Agreements are
written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and volunteer.
Have you already developed an Application form and a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer
programme? If so, give a sample of each.
Every	
  Czech	
  Reads	
  to	
  Kids	
  has	
  the	
  following	
  kinds	
  of	
  volunteers:	
  
-‐
-‐
-‐

Regional coordinator of Every Czech Reads to Kids
Volunteers for Reading in Hospitals
Volunteers for help us with the organization of cultural and educational events
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Voluntary	
  Service	
  Agreement	
  
o.p.s.	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  Every	
  Czech	
  Reads	
  to	
  Kids	
  

Head office in:
Janáčkova 10/1426, Ostrava – Moravská Ostrava, 702 00
Company Reg Number:
277 67 612
Legal representative:
Mgr. Eva Katrušáková, Director
and
Name and surname: …………………………………… Personal number: ……………………
Place of residence and phone: ………………………………………………………………….
Contact address and phone: ………………………………………………………………..
(hereinafter referred to as the „volunteer“)

Art.	
  I	
  
Definition	
  of	
  the	
  volunteer	
  program	
  at	
  a	
  hospital	
  
1) The aim of the program and a volunteer’s mission is to get involved in a complex treatment of patients
by improving the psychosocial conditions so as not to interfere with the treatment regime and the
performance of a hospital and to aptly supplement the work of medical personnel. Volunteers can
relieve patients’ stay in hospital through different types of activities.
2) The sending organization undertakes to enable performance of voluntary service to the volunteer
pursuant to this agreement for the needs of the receiving organization
…………………………………………………………….

Art.	
  II	
  
Company	
  entering	
  into	
  contract	
  with	
  the	
  volunteer	
  undertakes	
  to	
  
1) Provide optimal conditions for volunteer’s activity.
2) Acquaint the volunteer with the rights and duties arising from the volunteer services performance,
including acquainting the volunteer with the risks associated with given activities, especially with regard
to the environment of medical facility.
3) Arrange the volunteer’s contact with respective workplace and its contact person.
4) Provide the required volunteer training, regular supervision and the possibility of individual
consultations.
5) Provide volunteer with necessary utilities and equipment necessary to perform their volunteer activity.
6) Ensure adequate protection of personal data necessary for appropriate performance of volunteer services
at the hospital to the volunteer.

Art.	
  III	
  
Provisions	
  relating	
  to	
  the	
  volunteer	
  
1) The volunteer acknowledges that the voluntary activities are carried out without pretention to financial
reward and that in the course of volunteering is not entitled to accommodation, catering or refunding of
travel expenses.
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2) The volunteer agrees to receive initial training and to participate in voluntary activities within the agreed
limits afterwards.
3) The volunteer is obliged to consult any change in the type or content of volunteer activity with the
coordinator of volunteers at the hospital.
4) The volunteer is obliged to attend supervisory or any other evaluation meetings at the agreed scope and
form.
5) The volunteer is obliged to excuse from a supervisory or evaluation meeting he/she is unable to attend.
He/she is also obliged to arrange an alternative individual supervisory appointment via volunteer
coordinator.
6) The volunteer commits to maintain a complete confidentiality on all matters relating to both sending and
receiving organizations, clients and other volunteers even after termination of the voluntary service.
He/she undertakes not to provide any information to the media about the program or organization that
he/she will volunteer in without an agreement with the coordinators.
7) The volunteer obliges to use the labeling designated to volunteer during the performance of volunteer
activity.
8) The volunteer is insured by the sending organization in case of liability for damage to property and the
health of the patient caused in connection with the performance of regular volunteering activity.
9) The volunteer agrees that the personal data provided will be used only for internal purposes of the
program, especially for the evidential and statistical purposes, for volunteer’s insurance arrangement
and for informing the workplace which the volunteer chooses for his/her volunteering.
10) The volunteer is entitled to refunding of expenses incurred in connection with the performance of his
voluntary activities only if he/she notifies them in advance and if the coordinator approves the refund in
advance.
11) The volunteer has the option to deposit valuables brought into the hospital building at the place
designated by the personnel of specific department. The hospital does not carry the responsibility for the
damage on valuables which were not deposited at the designated place.
12) The volunteer undertakes to notify any change of contact addresses and phone numbers immediately.
13) The volunteer undertakes to fully respect the instructions of the contact persons at the place of
volunteering.

Art.	
  IV	
  
Final	
  provisions:	
  
This agreement is issued in two copies; each contracting party will receive one copy.
Validity of the agreement is given by an agreement or by renouncement by one of the contracting parties.
Renouncement period is 14 days. Renouncement an agreement can be written or oral.

In …………………………………….… Date ……………..
…………………………
Mgr. Eva Katrušáková
Director of Every Czech Reads to Kids o.

………………………
volunteer
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VOLUNTEER REGISTRATION CARD
Every Czech Reads to Kids®

Please fill in this questionary with block letters.

Name and
Surname

Date of
Birth:

Place of
Residence:

Personal
Number:

Phone:

E-mail:

Contact
Address:

Occupation
:

Employer (or
School) Address
Educational
Attainment:
Current Status
(encircle):

a) employed
d) maternity leave

b) unemployed
e) student

c) pensioner
f) other

Have you ever been involved in volunteer work? (if you have, what did you engage in):

Are there any constraints for your volunteer activities (transportation, workplace location,
health issues etc.)?

Do you have any references for volunteer work (what)?

WHEN AND HOW OFTEN CAN YOU DEVOTE YOURSELF TO VOLUNTEERING (TICK OFF AND SPECIFY OPTIONALLY):
Single activity (events
organization assistance
etc.):
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Long-term regular activity:

WHEN DO YOU HAVE TIME FOR VOLUNTEERING? COMPLETE WITH TIME DETAILS:
Monday Tuesda Wednes Thursda Friday
Saturda
y
day
y
y
Morning
q
q
q
q
q
q
Afternoon
q
q
q
q
q
q
Evening
q
q
q
q
q
q
Anytime
q
q
q
q
q
q
WHY DO YOU WANT DO VOLUNTEER? AREA OF INTEREST (SPECIFY):
Reading to children in
hospitals*

Sunday

Anytime

q
q
q
q

q
q
q
q

Do you have any preferences
towards patients
(men/women) or a barrier to
any disease or indispositions?
Events organization assistance

Office work

Manual labour

Fundraising

Other

HOW DID YOU GET TO KNOW ABOUT EVERY CZECH READS TO KIDS®? (ENCIRCLE)
from friends
from a lecture/talk
from media (which)
from a leaflet

other sources

*In case of interest about Reading to children in hospitals it is necessary to provide criminal record
statement – no more than three months old as well as a medical certificate.
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DO NOT FILL IN FURTHER!

Hospital coordinator’s notes:

Receiving organization coordinator’s:

Training completion (date):
Commencement of activity:
Termination of activity:

I will act in the interest of maintaining and enhancing of the good name of Every Czech Reads to Kids, o. p. s. in course of
voluntary activity performance and in the interest of maintaining of my civic honesty I will not violate any law regulations
or moral principles and I acknowledge I am responsible for any damage caused by my behaviour.
With my signature I confirm that all details are true and that I agree to the processing of my personal data, which I have
filled in the questionary. Personal data will be used only for the purposes of public benefit organization Every Czech Reads
to Kids® (registered in the registry of public benefit organizations, Section 0, File 225, managed by the Regional Court in
Ostrava).

_____________________________
Date and place

______________________________
Signature of the applicant

Every Czech Reads to Kids, o. p. s.
Head Office: Janáčkova 10/1426, 702 00 Ostrava
Postal Address: Smetanova 1912/5, 737 01 Český Těšín
www.celeceskoctedetem.cz
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Volunteer programmes examined at the Ostrava (Czech) Project Meeting:
Every Czech Reads to Kids, the host organisation provides full documentation and a lecture on its work etc.
http://www.celeceskoctedetem.cz/
The “Five Ps” volunteering programme – HESTIA (lecturer: Mr Jiří Tošner), http://www.hest.cz/
This programme helps children aged 6 to 15 and their families in Prague and close surroundings, who are in
danger of becoming socially excluded, or socially isolated for various reasons.
Children may have educational problems or learning disorders. They may be markedly hyperactive or passive,
with a slight mental or physical handicap. They may have a problematic family background, or be in foster care
or other form of alternative family care or be in danger from bullying. They may be children who have
difficulties finding friends, or have fallen into bad company.
There is individual contact between a volunteer and a child once per week and regular events for children and
volunteers, such as summer camp and help with school tasks etc.

“Accompanying Service” - SLEZSKÁ DIAKONIE ( Ms Renáta Sniegoňová) http://www.slezskadiakonie.cz/
SILESIAN DIACONY
This organisation was established in 1990. The mission of Silesian Diacony is to provide quality social services
to needy people on the basis of Christian values. The aim of the Companion services is for people not to die
alone but rather in a circle of close and loving people and to support the caring family and be close to them
when saying goodbye to a beloved person
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1. Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
There are quite a number of NAPD Retired members who are still involved with the association and work in
voluntary capacity. One small group has begun to get organised, ie a group of retirees who are available to help
and support new principals and deputies with their work in their schools, others work on various committees
drawing up resource material for schools.
The support group has encouraged members to join from each of the regions of the country so that there is a
spread of expertise available to help people who require it.
They act as mentors and visit the schools, meet with the principal and deputy principal to offer any support that
they might like to have. Another committee (The Welfare Committee) is actively recruiting volunteers with
varying areas of expertise, to form a panel which will assist schools in areas that they require.
While these programmes are now an official part of the service that NAPD offers, there has not been any formal
training etc offered to volunteers.
We believe that there are also other areas that retired members might like to be involved with on a voluntary
basis and that is something that we would like to explore through this project.
That is one of the reasons that NAPD is involved in SERVE
How did you get involved?
I am a former President of the association. I worked a principal in the state sector of vocational schools and
would be pretty well known in that sector. For that reason I was asked to join the Local Support Service and
make myself available to help support new principals and deputies.
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
This is something that we hope to learn as part of our work with SERVE
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
I have always been part of volunteer groups from when I was very young, either in sport, or later in trade
unions etc. I have always had an interest in ‘doing a little more’ in whatever situation I have been in.
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What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
I suppose that I brought my leadership skills and my natural willingness to take on extra work
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
I think this depends on the organisation. If it is a charity then I see every reason for people to volunteer and
give their time for a good cause. Otherwise however if it is pure business, then I would be very doubtful. A
system of Internships has recently been established by government as part of the effort to get the economy
going again and to give graduates an experience of the workplace. While it has many advantages in geting
people into the workplace, it can be open to abuse by employers.
3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness?
In our case our groups are small, we each know each other and we are all qualified to the same level. We have
had very similar career paths. There is quite a collegiate approach to our work, but we do have people who
‘Chair’ or take responsibility for managing the groups. We generally agree to operate on a 3 year cycle on the
basis that it is good to get ‘new blood’ into the scheme and that our skills become out dated (in the absence of
‘briefing sessions’ which we have not looked at yet). On that basis, there is an element of selection or
invitation to volunteer. This might sound a little strange or paradoxical even – to be ‘selecting’ or ‘choosing’
people to volunteer, rather than taking applications and then choosing.
In this way we feel that we utilize skills most effectively. We pick people who are well known, respected and
recently retired as they will have the recent knowledge and skill set.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
In a sense all of our volunteers are involved in management of whatever project or scheme as we operate on a
consensus at our meetings. We can do this because our groups are small. We have to do this because we were
all bosses or leaders and as such that is the way we behave and operate.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
In our case we would expect them to take on all management functions and full ownership of the project.
When they undertake a task they are generally expected to manage the task also as they work in a very
independent and autonomous way.
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
Again, as my previous answers have indicated, because of the skill set of the people as well as their former
working lives as managers and leaders, it would really be unthinkable to do anything other than be democratic.
However when we agree on any matter following consultation, then that has to be the way forward that we all
expect. There is a very collegiate style of learning from each others experience and best practice.
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5. Volunteer selection and training
How do / would you select volunteers? How do / would you train volunteers?
In our situation there is an element of selection or invitation to volunteer. This might sound a little strange or
paradoxical even as mentioned earlier, after all how can you ‘pick a volunteer’?? Because we operate in very
sensitive and confidential areas, we need to be sure that we have a good team of volunteers, particularly people
who are already known and respected among their peers and already have the appropriate skill set.
In this way, by inviting people to work with us, we feel that we can utilize peoples’ skills most effectively. We
pick people who are well known, respected and recently retired as they will have the recent knowledge and skill
set.
We do not have a formal ‘training scheme’, but issues are discussed at meetings and in this way a structure is
set out for people to operate under. This is usually agreed as ‘best practice’. It is really only growing
organically on a trial and error basis.
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
It is very important to keep people motivated. There is no financial reward for undertaking the work, but some
reward is necessary. In our case the reward is really that volunteers feel that their work is valued. They also no
doubt find the work to be intellectually stimulating, which is a reward in itself.
There are social activities organised and volunteers generally are invited as guests to regional functions as well
as national conferences. In this way they maintain contact with the network of their peers.
7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
Thankfully this does not really arise because of the way that our volunteers are recruited. There is a finite time
scale to their work however, so if someone does cause as difficulty, you know they won’t be there forever.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
We promote the work of our various volunteer groups generally through presentations at meetings around the
country, at national conference and through the association web site and monthly magazine.
9. Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
There are no official statistics on the extent of volunteering in Ireland, nor is there a formal volunteering
infrastructure, although the development of a volunteering infrastructure is frequently mentioned by volunteer
associations.
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There are many organisations across a wide spectrum relying to a huge extent on the work of volunteers. In a
legal context, police vetting is required to be in place before anyone (employee or volunteer) can work with
children.
In recognition of the enriching value that volunteering brings to the social fabric of the nation, Government
reports have recommended the development of a national policy of volunteering, the components of such a
policy to include strategies to support volunteering, as well as:
Regulating and protecting volunteering;
Developing and promoting volunteering;
Addressing barriers to volunteering;
Targeting volunteering, and
The image of volunteering.
A report entitled ‘Tipping the Trade’, by Volunteer Ireland (2002) gives a most comprehensive overview of the
situation in Ireland. (www.volunteer.ie/downloads/TTB.pdf)
10. Volunteer Agreement
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and
volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme? If so, give a sample
of your agreement.
In outlining our reasons for getting involved in the SERVE Project it was stated that much of the volunteer
work done by NAPD members was done on behalf of the organization on a ‘needs’ basis and rarely formalized
in any agreement. It remains the situation that this may well be the best way to operate in the vast majority of
cases, as members might well be ‘put off’ if arrangements were formalized. Nevertheless there may well be
situations where it is felt that more formal arrangements best suit and in that case an agreement would need to
be put in place.
Where individual schools are concerned, they would be advised to have formal arrangements in place to
facilitate volunteer work and they therefore need to have access to suitable templates to draw up their own
volunteer agreements.
Following our experience with the SERVE Project we have developed a sample policy, for use in a school, but
which can easily be adapted for use by the association itself.
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Volunteer Agreement Form
(school name)
Volunteers are an important and valued part of the education system. We hope that you enjoy working with us
and feel a full part of our team. This agreement tells you what you can expect from us, and what we hope from
you.
We will do our best to:
- introduce you to how the school works and your role in it and to provide any training you need
- provide regular meetings and/or opportunities to link in with a main point of contact so that you can tell
us if you are happy with how your tasks are organised and get feedback from us. Your point of contact’s
name is _______________________
- respect your skills, dignity and individual wishes and to do our best to meet them
- reimburse your travel and meal costs as per our expenses policy
- consult with you and keep you informed of possible changes within the organisation
- listen to you and take on board your views and opinion in our development
- provide insurance cover for you, during the course of your voluntary activity
- provide a safe workplace
- apply our equal opportunities policy
- apply our complaints procedure if there is any problem
I _____________________________________, agree to:
-

work reliably to the best of my ability and to abide by all school policies
keep confidential any of the schools information unless specifically told that information is for the
public domain
be punctual in attending voluntary meetings and to inform my point of contact as soon as possible if
unable to attend a meeting.
appreciate and protect the ethos of the school.

I further declare that there is nothing in my background or history that would constitute a liability for the
school, damage its reputation or endanger its students, staff, Board or Parents Association members.
(Insert School Name) reserves the right to request that volunteers provide references and complete a Garda
Vetting Form.
Signed: ________________________________________ Volunteer
Signed: ________________________________________ on behalf of the School
Date: _________________
(Adapted from Volunteer Ireland Form Template)
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Volunteer programmes examined at Cork (Ireland) Project Meeting
Access SERVE Project at www.napd.ie and click on European Projects
http://www.napd.ie/cmsv1/phocadownload/Public/Grundtvig_Volunteering_Project_Report.pdf

Foroige Youth Volunteer Group (www.foroige.ie)
http://www.foroige.ie/our-work
http://www.foroige.ie/volunteers/volunteer-resources
Foróige is the leading and most successful youth organisation in Ireland working with young people since 1952.
The scale and magnitude of our work is truly incredible, we now work with 1 in 8 young people in Ireland.
It works with almost 60,000 young people aged 10-18 each year through volunteer-led clubs and staff-led youth
projects. Foróige currently operates in 26 counties in Ireland, with 588 Foróige Clubs, 140 youth projects, the
Big Brothers Big Sisters mentoring programme, the Foróige NFTE Youth Entrepreneurship programme, Youth
Citizenship and Youth Leadership programmes!
Foroige works to empower young people to develop their own abilities and attributes, to think for themselves,
to make things happen and to contribute to their community and society. The vision is an Ireland that believes
in every young person. The purpose is to enable young people to involve themselves consciously and actively
in their development and in the development of society.

Voluntary Services Overseas (VSO) www.vso.ie
http://www.vso.ie/about/what-we-do
VSO is the world’s leading independent international development agency working for change through
volunteers. Since 2004 VSO Ireland, as part of the global VSO organisation, has enabled people to help others
and create a long-lasting change that’s now felt around the globe. VSO brings skilled volunteers into
developing countries to inspire and train the world’s most vulnerable and marginalised people. A volunteer acts
as a catalyst that creates a lasting change which can be sustained long after they leave.

Cork Volunteer Centre
http://www.volunteercork.ie/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Cork_Volunteer_Centre_Final_Flatplan.pdf
http://www.volunteercork.ie/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/thinkingofvolunteering.pdf
Cork Volunteer Centre provides a placement service matching individuals who would like to volunteer, with
non-profit organisations who involve volunteers in their activities. Advice and support is offered to both
volunteers and non-profit organisations through a range of services including information, consultation,
volunteer management training and Garda vetting administration.
Cork Volunteer Centre is a member of Volunteer Ireland and is funded by the Department of Environment,
Community & Local Government and by Local Development Companies located in Cork City & County.

Cork VEC Youth Services
http://www.corkvec.ie/youth_services/youthreach.shtml
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1.Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
I am the Senior officer in Sveio Kommune. My professional background is as a teacher, a head teacher and
adviser in the Town Hall. My tasks are very different. My main tasks are secretary for the Youth Council and
Youth Club, Senior-Universtetet (Open University), working to establish a volunteer central, creating European
projects for NGOs and as adviser for top leaders in the administration. As part of my work I have contact with a
lot of people who do volunteer work in their free time. Last year I also coordinated a long term Youth in Action
/ EVS project in my municipality “Volunteer for a Warmer Society” with 4 volunteers from different countries
in Europe. I am also involved in local volunteer work in my home village to enhance the social life and
environment for the people in our area.
How did you get involved?
I am mostly involved with the EVS programme. Through my work I became involved. The reason for
establishing it was to promote youth work and to enhance the range of activities in the youth club.
How did you establish a volunteer programme?
Our EVS program was established from ideas and contact with other municipalities in Norway that already
used volunteers from Europe and by contacting the Norwegian National Agency and engaging with the Youth
in Action Project. We had a lot of research to do before we applied and were approved and got grant aid to run
the project. We also had to choose volunteers from the 50 who applied.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
I have done a lot of social volunteer work in my local area / village by founding and taking part in an organized
welfare club (NGO). I have also been a scout and scout leader many years ago. I also take part in volunteer
leadership in sport and a music club where my children are active and I have been local politician, a member of
a political party and involved in politic parties and the municipality without any salary.
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
My learning from professional and volunteer experiences is very valuable for my management of volunteers
now. All my life I have worked as a leader, I have organized a medium big school, I have a good knowledge of
local politics, I have done a lot of European projects, I have worked abroad and as a result I have a good local
and international network of contacts. I have good contacts within the Norwegian National Agency. So my
background all helps me in my management of the volunteer programmes.
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2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
In Norway we have a tradition of paying salary to persons who are employed in a company. Then the employed
pay taxes and get rights to pension, healthcare, illness benefits, insurance etc. We also have legal requirement in
terms of a paying a minimum wage. As part of work experience programmes, young people work as “learners”
in companies in Norway for 2 years with salary support and under supervision through the educational system.
These “learners” do production work as a part of their education and under public control. In Norway this is a
good system as we have full employment. I agree that workers should have a salary and that the system should
be transparent.
3. Structuring volunteers
How do you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness?
My experience here is from my EVS management last year. I have structured our 4 volunteers into different
tasks. They work in different departments and their work is led by persons in the work place. We have planned
for 1 month at a time and it includes the possibility to switch to other tasks and to move between departments.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
I have allowed one of our volunteers apply for work during the next period, September 13 – June 14, and she
has also assisted me in interviewing and selecting candidates. I think the volunteer has learned how to construct
an EVS project (it’s important to have a learning volunteer) and I think those we have chosen have contributed
to the team, which is better than me doing it on my own. I have no problem allowing one volunteer lead other
volunteers, as long as they are all comfortable with the arrangement.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
From this last year I have learned that it’s good to give the volunteer responsibility. It can be very boring to do
jobs that are repetitive. For that reason I divided responsibility between volunteers. Some take on a lot, others
don’t want so much.
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
In our new roles in Norway I think we have a flexible management style depending on the situation and
depending if it’s operational or creative tasks that need to be done. Usually I prefer the democratic and
consultative style.
Why? Because the volunteer is an individual thinking person that is capable of doing a job properly. However,
I also learned that as cultures vary through Europe, some can look upon this a weakness in leadership and take
advantage of this it the wrong way.
5. Volunteer selection and training
How do you select volunteers?
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We select volunteers from different countries. We have had volunteers from Iceland, Germany, Spain, Italy,
France and Hungary. Next year we will have volunteers from France, Spain and Lithuania. We had a group of
only women. Next year we will have a mix of 2 women and 1 man. Our experiences are that it can be too
stereotyped unless there is a mix. The ability to speak English is a must! Last year we had one volunteer that
only spoke her own language and it became very problematic.
Age; We have concluded that 24 – 26 is a good age. Too young (19) or too old (30!) can be more difficult.
How do / would you train volunteers?
Based on experience we use the first month (in a 9 month project) for intensive language training. We teach
them their tasks and then allocate the volunteers tasks for at least 4 months. Our experiences are that too much
changing of tasks causes problems even though it might not seem so at the outset. Focus on doing a job is
important. On-going contact between volunteer and mentor is important.
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
We do not focus too much on this in our training, and I believe that we have to change our thinking to more
“self-motivation”! Of course it is important to be motivated for the tasks. Persons in this age group can have
different motives for going abroad to Norway. We will have to talk about this with our new volunteers.
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
I think that the volunteers are interested in our program. The motivation is probably more that they want to
come to Norway! So we devote a section at every monthly meeting to their obligations towards the European
program for European Volunteer Service and emphasise to them that it is volunteer work, not a language
training seminar or indeed a holiday. However it can still be valuable and exciting.
7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
The only organized volunteers we have are in the EVS program. These are volunteers from other countries. It
complicates the situation, because we cannot really dismiss them if there is a problem. So for example if they
are not communicative and do not / cannot speak Norwegian or English it is very difficult for us to organize
their day. We have been in a situation where should have dismissed some volunteers, but we did not. We have
no active rules for an occasion like that. I have considered that under the EVS program it would be reason for
sending someone home if they broke rules. We have no clear rule on it, but we realise that we need one.
The only reason really that we dismiss volunteers is when they break Norwegian law perhaps by taking drugs,
which is considered very serious.
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
If you are volunteering on the EVS Project in Sveio we have different jobs to do and it is always possible to
change work stations. We did last year. We have many different areas for work; with children, in schools, with
disabled persons, in golf clubs and it is usually possible to find something for everyone.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
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We promote the volunteer programme in our own organisation by talking about it on every available occasion
and also by engaging with different departments in the municipality. We also try to give it a high value by
promoting it in our organisation. We submit articles with photos of the volunteers to the local press to spread
our news to the local population that volunteers are working in Sveio.
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
It would be a new political move in Norway. Usually companies pay the workes a salary to work. However we
have training systems for people who wish to upskill. Problems arise when companies exploit this and use it
for their own benefit.
9 What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country ?
We have at least 3 levels of volunteerism in Norway.
1. Local volunteer work for youth and children organized by adults in sport and cultural activities. This is
supported through the local Culture Department and by private money. This is the biggest example of
volunteer work done by Norwegians without being paid.
2. Volunteer work in volunteer centres organized by law and approved by Minister of Culture and financed
by central and local authorities. This is run by public or private organizations
3. Volunteer work through EVS – European Volunteer Service, financed by the European Union.
The only restrictions for the volunteer workers that work with children and young people under 18 years are
that they need to have a clearance from the Police that they have not been involved in criminal activities.
10 Volunteer Agreements
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and
volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme? If so, give a sample
of your agreement.
1. For volunteers in local volunteer organizations there can be agreements or not. Usually it’s experienced
volunteers that organize that work for other volunteers in minor or bigger projects. Normally there are
no written contracts in these situations. It is based on trust and oral messages between the volunteers.
2. In volunteer centres it is also most common to have oral agreements, only those on salary have written
contracts.
3. EVS – Participants in the European Volunteers Service (EVS ) have contracts. This kind of volunteer

work is supported by Youth in Action and includes money for travel, renting accommodation, food and
other activities for the volunteer. It also includes the sending and host organization. It is a very formal
system for volunteerism.
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Volunteer programmes examined at Sveio (Norway) Project Meeting
	
  
	
  

Senioruniversitetet i Sveio / Open University in Sveio
Sveio kommune, Postboks 40, 5559 Sveio
Program presented in Projectmeeting in Sveio 1.- 5.June 2013
”Kirkens Bymisjon” is a social welfare organization - connected to The Norweagian Lutherian Church helping people who have difficulties in material and social life. Kirkens Bymisjon is a nation wide organization
in Norway located in several cities. The organization has a symbol of making ”angles from from glass”. It
also runs volunteer centrals. In Haugesund Kirkens Bymisjon cooperates with municipalities and private
companies to get money for Kirkens Bymisjon activities.
The project group visited the office for kirkens Bymisjon in Haugesund and got an information talk from
Director Arne Valen. Kontactadress :www.kirkensbymisjon.no
”Volunteer central in Norway” is a system for organizing volunteer activities in Norway approved and partly
financial supported by National Government, municipalities and volunteer organizations. In Norway it has 390
volunteer centres in about 75 % of the municipalities in Norway.
The project group was given information about the system by Gerd Jorunn Christensen in Tysvær
Frivilligsentral ( Tysvær Volunteer Central) while visiting Kirkens Bymisjon Haugesund that also own of
Tysvær Frivilligsentral). www.frivilligsentral.no
”Norges Turistforening” is a nation wide volunteer organization for outdoor activities for all four seasons.The
project group got information by Director from the local organization Audhild Sannes in their activity center in
the forrest outside Haugesund. The organization has by volunteer effort from the members built a lot of
cottages all over Norway ,but most in the mountain area so everyone can get the opportunity to use
Norweagian nature. www.turistforeningen.no
Sveio kommune The Mayor Ruth Eriksen welcomed the group to the Townhall. www.sveio.no
Sveio Marknaden were visited for some hours. This was a presentation of volunteer activities for Braddband
in Sveio. It is also a market place for some local handcraft .
Ryvarden Galleri is a place for art exhibition sclose to the ocean and fjord. Here also volinteers in Sveio
from EVS program gave information about their jobs in Sveio. www.ryvarden.no
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1. Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
I have been working for the Warsaw Volunteer Centre Association as the Administrative and Finance Manager
for 3 years.
The primary objective of our Association is the promotion and development of civil society in local
communities. In order to ensure the professional character of such initiatives, we have been building the
foundations of volunteering based on a system of volunteer recruitment and training. We want to change the old
negative stereotype of social work in Poland.
The definition of volunteering developed by the Warsaw Volunteer Centre reads as follows:
Being a volunteer means working for the benefit of others free-of-charge, deliberately, and free-willed outside
of your family and friendships.
Because of our mission we have established and develop volunteering programmes in some areas, such as:
-

Volunteering in Welfare Centres,
Volunteering at schools,
Employee Volunteering,
The network of Volunteer Centres
The Voluntary Job Exchange Office,
Training and seminars e.g. “How to find and maintain a Volunteer”, “Why is it good to be a Volunteer”,
“How to establish new Volunteer Centre”,
Promotional Campaigns,
On-line platform to connect volunteers with organisations,
Pilot projects e.g. Long-time Volunteering.

Because of my position I am involved in all programmes.
How did you get involved?
I am an economist. I graduated from the Warsaw School of Economics with a Masters degree in Finance and
Banking. I completed two post-graduate diplomas in Accountancy and Risk Management.
During my career I worked for international and Polish business enterprises and for some NGOs as a top
manager (e.g. Finance Director). My responsibilities were very onerous and my health suffered. I developed a
health problem and after spending some time recovering I looked for a new job.
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When I saw the announcement of a vacancy for the Administrative and Finance Manager in the Warsaw
Volunteer Centre Association I decided to apply.
After then I was offered this position decided to change my job career and my life style. Now, apart from
finance and administrative matters I am involved in the management of our programmes, e.g. as a coordinator.
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
The Volunteer Centre was established in 1993, initially as a pilot program and as a Support Office for the
Movement of Self-Help Initiatives BORIS in Warsaw. In 1996 the Centre became independent and was
registered as the Warsaw Volunteer Centre Association. Our association establishes new volunteering
programmes according to social needs.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
When I was at primary and secondary schools I helped older people with shopping, buying food, chemical
products, etc. as well as delivering lunches to theirs flats. It was real long-time volunteering over a period of
months and even years. Unfortunately then in Poland during the socialist period nobody described this activity
as volunteering.
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
Having been for a long time a member of management boards in business and in non-governmental
organisations I am in a position to compare both business work and volunteering. I am convinced that
volunteering is a very important part of our society, which can help everybody to be better person in private and
business life.
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
According to regulations in Poland, it is not allowed to work as a volunteer for a business or other organisation
whose primary goal is making money (a profit).
The Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work (Act of Law of 24th April 2003) specifies in detail who can
become a volunteer and the principles of cooperation between volunteer and beneficiaries – recipients of their
activity. The recipient of the volunteers services are non-governmental organisations, public administration
authorities and units reporting to or supervised by the same, associations of local governmental authorities or
ecclesiastical entities engaging in public benefit work. The services of volunteers cannot be used by entities
within the scope of their business activity.
I agree with these rules. In my opinion, allowing people to be a volunteer in a business setting may be
dangerous. It is an easy way for firms who may not be very honest, to get people to work without being salaried
and thereby increase their own profits. This might be especially true of developing countries, even in Europe.
Ironically, one programme our association operates, called Employee Volunteering tries to spread the
volunteering idea around business employees. Volunteering gives professionally active (business) people a
chance to get involved in providing aid activities to the benefit of selected social groups and, what is essential,
with the cooperation and assistance of the parent company supporting the activities.
Volunteering employees provide various kinds of services to the benefit of people in need, using their skills and
abilities and at the same time developing their talents in other fields.
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3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness?
As part of our Association’s training and consultation activities, we make recommendations relating to best
practice in setting up and managing Volunteer Programmes.
We ensure that volunteer programmes should be designed and “structured” using these guidelines:
Have the programme management rules been drawn up? Is there a work place for the volunteer that the
organisation is going to accept? Is it possible to reimburse the costs of the volunteer? Is there an insurance
policy in place for the volunteer?
2. Is the volunteer programme an integral part of your organisation?
3. Do you have a coordinator who would supervise the volunteers?
4. Do you have a job description for the volunteers?
5. Are you going to run any training for your volunteers?
6. Are you going to educate your volunteers about your organisation?
7. Are your paid personnel prepared to accept volunteers?
8. Are you going to train your employees to work with volunteers?
9. Is there an appropriate atmosphere to adopt volunteers?
10. What are your expectations towards the volunteers?
11. Have you defined any norms of behaviour for the volunteers (e.g. coming to work on time, being present,
discretion, clothing, etc.)?
12. Has a volunteer work documentation system been prepared (hours, costs paid, days, personal information,
etc.)?
13. Are you prepared to reward your volunteers (acknowledgement, meetings, celebration of birthday or name
day, mentions in the internal information book, etc.)?
1.

Before you employ even a single volunteer, you have to make sure whether you are prepared to embark on a
volunteer programme. If you use above rules it will structure volunteers.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
One of the most important motivating factors for volunteers is being able to take part in the decision making
process.
Each group member must have the opportunity to influence decisions. They must feel that their opinion is
valued. The experienced volunteer must be given the opportunity to use his knowledge, skills and feelings to
support the entire group. The role of the coordinator of volunteers must be mentioned, because it is crucial,
though often unrecognised. The coordinator must meet several requirements such as: willingness to be a
coordinator of volunteers, willingness and ability to work with others, ability to manage people, availability of
time for this function.
The coordinator is responsible for organising the volunteer’s work and ensuring good performance through
monitoring and supervision. The coordinator has to be able to hold volunteers accountable to their
commitments. It is the coordinator’s job to ensure that job responsibilities are clearly communicated and that
volunteers are also aware of the responsibilities of others within the programme. The coordinator must ensure
development opportunities for volunteers and provide help and support to them when there are difficulties
related to the assignment or work environment.
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What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
Another important motivating factor for volunteers is assuming some responsibility for team activities.
Each group member should be conscious of his personal responsibility for a part of the team activity. One of
13 ways to increase motivation of our volunteers is extending the scope of responsibilities of our group
members. Volunteers should be responsible for things they have direct influence over. They should be aware of
the fact that duties directly relate to their personal aims and the main objectives of the programme. The
volunteers should be encouraged to define their tasks or at least participate in the process of deciding in aims
and objectives. This would help in the matching of the aims with people’s abilities.
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
There are different types of dependences in social life:
-

compulsion – you are where you are
calculation – you are here because you are paid for it; in which case you do only what you are obliged to
and nothing more,
cooperation – you are here because you accept the organisation (programme) and its aims; in which case
you cannot be ordered, but only be asked. If you do not agree, you have the right to refuse.

The non-governmental organisations as well as self help groups are very special and people joining them
identify with the organisation’s ideas. We must remember about their right to say no. This work/cooperation
should be based on partnership. Because of this fact I think that a mix of democratic and consultative
managerial styles is best.
5

Volunteer selection and training

How do / would you select volunteers?
AS part of our training sessions we advise on how to recruit volunteers. There are several methods that can be
employed to help in recruiting volunteers. All of them can be effective for different types of voluntary work.
POSTERS

BROCHURES

PRESS ARTICLES

WORD OF MOUTH

RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURES

INFORMATION

INVITATIONS

Where should you look for volunteers? Here are a number of suggestions to find volunteers in your
neighbourhood.
FRIENDS

COMMUNITY LEADERS

NEIGHBOURHOOD GROUPS

CHURCHES

RETIRED CITIZENS

CLUBS AND ORGANISATIONS

GET-TOGETHER PROGRAMMES

PARENTS

SECONDARY/HIGHER SCHOOLS

PERSONNEL
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How to appeal to potential volunteers?
No one is able to give help unless they know such help is needed. Remember, every person is a potential
volunteer. Use all opportunities - talk to friends, colleagues, friends of friends; make appeals in interviews, put
up posters, attend target group meetings. Let people know that volunteering is a chance for involvement in
important and exciting programmes and activities.
Remember, the most important aspects of recruitment is a well-prepared programme. Then volunteers
participating in the programme will go on to recruit other volunteers.
Interviewing Volunteers
It is vital that the initial interview with a potential volunteer be well conducted. Here are some of practical tips
for the interviewer;
The interviewer must have experience working with people. Our experience has shown that middle-aged
individuals inspire confidence in people of all ages.
The interview should focus on giving and getting information. It may be friendly, but it is not intended to be
simply a "chat." The interviewer should lead the discussion through pre-determined topics aimed at realising
pre-determined objectives. One danger is that both participants will, unwittingly, turn the interview into a
personal conversation. It is possible to make the interviewee feel confident and comfortable and demonstrate
real interest and still control the dialogue. The discussion should not have an intimate tone and the interviewer
must not dwell inappropriately on issues which are solely personal and hold no potential consequence for the
individual's performance. The interviewer should be aware of the areas which the interviewee finds difficult to
discuss and should refrain from making unnecessary personal comments or opinions.
The results of the interview do not stand alone. Before a decision can be made, the information collected in an
interview must be evaluated along with other data, questionnaire and test results, and comments from
references. The interview can, however, be a strong indicator as to how well the interviewee handles new
environments.
The interview should be conducted in a place where privacy is ensured. No telephones or other interruptions
must occur.
How do / would you train volunteers?
Having successfully gone through the interview and screening process, the candidate should be invited to attend
a short training workshop.
Introduction and training
It is common knowledge that anyone is going to initially feel uncomfortable in a new work environment. The
organisation can minimize this anxiety by planning for an orientation of the volunteer to all aspects of the job
and working environment. Do not limit the orientation to only the responsibilities of the volunteer. This may
cause the individual to feel that his/her position is unimportant to the group and doesn't warrant a proper
welcome. The initial orientation should go from the general - the purpose of the organisation- to introduction of
the organisational structure and programmes to the specifics of the volunteer assignment. In this way, the
individual is clearly positioned on the team. A tour of the organisation can begin the orientation, followed by
an explanation of objectives and tasks underway. The volunteer should be introduced as a new team member to
all members of staff who will work with the individual. This symbolic introductory rite has a number of
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important functions. It says to the volunteer, " Look, you are a legitimate member of the organisation and
accepted as a responsible team member." The creation of a friendly climate will open the door to future
cooperation.
Having given the volunteer an overview of the organisation, it is time for a detailed description of the job and
plans for subsequent training which will be determined by the responsibilities of the assignment. If these are
minimal and simple, less time will be required for training. There are some jobs which require a long initial
training period.
The coordinator's support and assistance is crucial during this initial period when the volunteer is more likely to
feel uncertain. The coordinator should assume responsibility for ensuring that there is an assigned work space
for the volunteer, giving the orientation to the office equipment, and generally staying in touch. Simple signs of
caring such as asking, "Are you all right?" "Have you everything you need?" "How is the work going?" add to
the comfort and confidence of the volunteer.
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
When recruiting volunteers we should be aware of their motivation and appeal to these motives.
They may have wanted to:
1. Evaluate themselves
2. Share experience with others
3. Benefit from new experience
4. Meet new people
5 Help other people
6 Avoid being alone
7. Kill free time
8. Share professional experience
9. Recognise new qualities
10. Achieve job satisfaction
11. Return good to society
12. Improve professional performance
13. Strengthen socio - political activities.
When we asked them why they had become volunteers, they answered as follows:
1. I would like to help other people.
2. I feel sorry for those who need support.
3. I could do something for a cause which I feel is important.
4. For pleasure.
5. To feel useful
6. Volunteering is highly valued by some important people.
7. For religious reasons.
8. For the benefit of a child, family member or friend.
9. For the new perspective on some issues.
10. If I help others, they will also help me.
I think that it is very important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation but the first step is to find
the real motivation to be a volunteer.
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What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
At our training sessions we advise on how to increase motivation of our staff / volunteers. Below you can find
some general useful information about motivation of your staff which may help to maintain volunteer’s interest
too.
13 WAYS TO INCREASE MOTIVATION OF YOUR STAFF
Expressing our approval
1. Every achievement should be noticed and appropriately rewarded. It is especially important in big
organisations in which efforts of individuals are rarely recognised.
2. Give your staff a chance to make choices and implement changes. A person without the right to make
decisions turns passive and apathetic.
3. Help and support your workers in cases when it is needed. Encourage them to ask for assistance. The
fact that somebody asks for help shows that the person is strong, not weak.
4. Extend the scope of responsibilities of your workers. People should be responsible for things they have
direct influence upon.
5. You should make your personnel aware of the fact that their duties are in relation to their personal aims
and the main objectives of the organisation.
6. The workers should be encouraged to define their tasks or at least should participate in the process of
choosing the aims. It allows us to match the aims with people’s abilities.
Proper proportion
7. Find the balance between external stimuli for your staff and internal satisfaction that people find in what
they do. External stimuli include praise that we give to people. The source of internal, personal
satisfaction should be in the work itself. The duties given to our personnel should be interesting,
differentiated and should allow people demonstrate their abilities.
8. The supervision style should be individualised. Some workers need closer supervision, others do not
need any supervision at all. Supervision should facilitate people’s work, thus we should not exaggerate
with control and suit it to the needs of our staff.
9. Personnel should get feedback on the results of their work, so that they can be more efficient. It is best
to inform them about the results in relation to the jobs performed and with indications for the future. We
should never reprimand people without reference to facts and indications on how the situation may be
changed for the better.
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Belief Makes Miracles
10. We should show our belief in people and our reliance on them. It is easier to be successful when we
know that others expect us to achieve a success.
11. Guarantee our personnel a chance of success. Every person should have a chance to participate in
achievements.
12. Create opportunities for trust and good communication.
13. Show our own high motivation through our behaviour and views. The supervisor should give an
example of proper attitude to work.
10 MOTIVATING FACTORS
1. THE COMMON VISION OF THE TASK
It is the most important motivating factor. All members of the team should identify themselves with the
vision. They should feel that they work together for the success of the project.
2. TAKING PART IN THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
Each of the group members must be able to influence decisions and become involved in the decision
making process
3. RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE TEAM ACTIVITIES
Each group member should be conscious of his personal responsibility for being a part of the team
activity
4. THE POSSIBILITY OF USING ONE’S KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND FEELINGS
5. THE POSSIBILITY OF GETTING NEW KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ENRICHING
FEELINGS
6. THE POSSIBILITY OF GETTING REWARD
7. THE SUPPORT OF OTHER MEMBERS OF THE TEAM
8. CLEARLY DEFINED TASKS
9. CLEARLY DEFINED ROLES
10. THE SENSE THAT THE INDIVIDUAL IS IRREPLACEABLE FOR SOME OF THE GROUP
ACTIVITIES
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7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
Firing a member of staff is usually unpleasant. Even in the paid labour world, managers who are faced with
these situations often have trouble making the decision. The situation seems even more difficult when
volunteers are involved. After all, hasn't the volunteer made a sacrifice and given time, energy and skill freely?
Because of this, we often feel volunteers are owed something and must be treated differently.
We must remember that nobody works for nothing. This fact greatly impacts the volunteer-organisation
partnership relation. Clearly, volunteers gets something from the organisation and, through the organisation,
satisfy many of their needs. This concept, when clearly understood by people working with volunteers, should
help eliminate any sense of guilt associated with correcting or dismissing a volunteer. If the volunteer has the
right of severing the relationship, so has the organisation. It is a partnership with no extra leverage for either
party. It is partnership which balances the needs of both the organisation and the volunteer
.
Once it is determined that a volunteer must be dismissed, the question of how do it is raised. The ability of
gracefully dismissing a volunteer, even if strongly conflicted, is evidence of great sensitivity and personal skill.
Be ready to say, "Thank you very much for all you have done, however, our match hasn't worked as we
expected. Hopefully you may find a better opportunity." A gracious farewell is not only for the sake of the
individual leaving, but for the dignity of the organisation and the coordinator's self-respect. The reason for
dismissing the volunteer should be clear to all members of the organisation and all circumstances transparent
when possible. Dismissal must never cause rumour or false accusations.
People often ask whether it makes sense to sign contracts with volunteers (if it is not obligatory). It may be
justified in certain cases. However, too much bureaucracy in dealing with volunteers can have negative results.
If there is a contract then there is the opportunity to include the possibility of dismissal
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
If the candidate is judged to be an inappropriate match, this must simply and politely be communicated to the
individual. There is no sense in trying to force people into jobs in which they are sure to fail. It is better to find
a different placement with another organisation where success is more likely. But it is a final solution.
I think that is a good idea to guide him/her to another position within our programme. The primary
responsibility of the coordinator is to work with the volunteer for successful performance.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
The importance of volunteering must be communicated to the public. Providing a new perception of the notion
of community involvement is an important educational responsibility. A short descriptive leaflet about your
programme should be designed. Additionally, press, radio or TV coverage should be scheduled at least once a
month. Recordings and press cuttings should be kept on file as should pictures of meetings, workshops, and of
volunteers working.
Programme’s events are an opportunity to invite important people and raise the status of the programme.
Essential to this event is the active and visible involvement of volunteers and sponsors. It is important to have
as many volunteers as possible. The good website is a very important way of promotion!
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Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
I think that is a very good idea. This idea may help to start a programme called Employee Volunteering, in a
company and spread the volunteering idea around business employees.
9.Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
The Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work (Act of Law of 24th April 2003) by Ministry of Labour and
Social Policy specifies in detail who can become a volunteer and the principles of cooperation between
volunteer and beneficiaries – recipients of their activity. The recipient of the volunteers services are nongovernmental organisations, public administration authorities and units reporting to or supervised by the same,
associations of local governmental authorities or ecclesiastical entities engaging in public benefit work.
Here are some important aspects of this Act:
Section I General provisions
Article 2.3
“volunteer” – the term shall mean a person who provides services voluntarily and without remuneration under
the terms hereof;
Section III Volunteer Work
Chapter 1 General provisions
Article 42
1. Volunteers shall, on terms and conditions set out in this Chapter, provide services to support the
following:
i. non-governmental organisations and other entities defined in Article 3 para 3 in relation to their
statutory activity, in particular in the field of public benefit work, with the exception of business activity
they may engage in
ii. Public administration authorities, with the exception of business activity they may engage in
iii. Organisational units reporting to public administration authorities or supervised by the same, with the
exception of business activity they may engage in – hereinafter referred to as “the beneficiaries”.
iv. Provisions laid out in this Chapter shall apply as appropriate to volunteers providing services to support
international organisation in the territory of the Republic of Poland, unless provisions of international
agreements provide otherwise.
v. A member of an association may also provide services, as a volunteer, for the association they are a
member of.
Article 43
A volunteer shall be duly qualified and conform to all requirements appropriate for the type and scope of
services provided, whenever separate legal provisions provide for the obligation to have such qualifications
and to fulfil relevant conditions.
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Article 44
1. Services shall be provided by volunteers within the extent, in the manner and within the time-frame
defined in an agreement signed with the beneficiary. The agreement shall contain a clause allowing for
the termination thereof.
2. Upon the volunteer’s request, the beneficiary shall be obliged to confirm in writing the content of
agreement referred to in para 1, and to issue a written attestation of services provided by volunteer and
their scope.
3. Upon the volunteer’s request, the beneficiary may issue a written opinion on the services provided by
the volunteer.
4. Should a volunteer provide services for a period exceeding 30 days, the said agreement shall be made in
writing.
5. The provisions of the agreements concluded between the beneficiary and the volunteer not regulated
herein shall be regulated by provisions of the Act of 23 April 1964 the Civil Code.
Chapter 2
Detailed provisions
Article 45
1. The beneficiary shall be obliged to:
i.
ii.

Notify the volunteer of any risk to health and safety related to providing services, and on the rules of
protection against occupational threats and hazards;
Ensure the volunteer the safe and the hygienic conditions of services provisions, including appropriate
personal safety measures determined by the type of services provided and the related under separate
legal provisions applicable to employees;
Cover the cost of business travel and per diems under separate legal provisions applicable to employees.
The beneficiary may reimburse other indispensable expenses incurred by the volunteer when providing
benefits to the beneficiary, under separate legal provisions applicable to employees.
The beneficiary may cover the costs of volunteer training in the field of services they provide as set out
in the agreement referred to in Article 44 para 1 hereof.
The volunteer may relieve the beneficiary in whole or in part from obligations listed in para 1 subpara 3
hereof. Such waiver shall be made in writing, or else shall be null and void.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Article 46
1. A volunteer may be entitled to health care services under terms and conditions set out in legal provisions
on health care services financed from public funds.
2. Under separate legal provisions, a volunteer shall be eligible for compensation in case of an accident
when providing services described in Article 42, subject to para 3.
3. The beneficiary shall be obliged to take out casualty insurance for any volunteer providing services for a
period no longer than 30 days.
4. Should the agreement concluded between a beneficiary and a volunteer provide for the volunteer to be
delegated to provide services in the territory of another state, where and armed conflict, a natural
disaster or a natural calamity occurs, the beneficiary shall be obliged to take out casualty and expatriate
medical insurance for the volunteer, should their costs not be covered otherwise, in particular under the
coordination provisions set out in the Act of 27 August 2004 on health care services financed from
public funds. Provisions of para 2 and para 3 shall not apply.
5. Should the volunteer be delegated to provide services in the territory of another state under terms and
conditions other than those set out in para 4, the beneficiary may take out casualty and expatriate
medical insurance, should their cost not be covered otherwise, in particular under the coordination
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6. provisions set out in the Act of 27 August 2004 on health care services financed from public funds.
Provisions of para 2 shall not apply.
7. The beneficiary may take out an insurance policy covering third party risks, in relation to services the
volunteer provides.
Article 47
The beneficiary shall be obliged to notify the volunteer of their rights and obligations, and provide access to
such information.
Article 48
Should the agreement, referred to in Article 42 para 1 subpara 2 and 3 between the beneficiary and the
volunteer provide for the volunteer to be delegated to provide services in the territory of another state, under
the international agreement binding for the Republic of Poland, such volunteer shall be entitled to benefits
and reimbursement of costs generally accepted in relations of this kind, unless international agreements
stipulate otherwise.
Article 49
Expenses for purposes referred to in Article 45 para 1 and para 3 and Article 46 para 3 and para 6 shall
include the following:
1. Costs of the statutory activity of non-governmental organisations and entities listed in Article 3 para 3 as
beneficiaries;
2. Costs incurred by beneficiaries defined in Article 42 para 1 subpara 2 and 3.
Article 50
The value of a services provided by the volunteer does not constitute a donation to the beneficiary as
defined in the Civil Code and tax regulation.

10. Volunteer Agreement
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and
volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme? If so, give a sample
of your agreement.
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VOLUNTEER SERVICE CONTRACT Warsaw Volunteer Centre Association (Stowarzyszenie
Centrum Wolontariatu)
Concluded on ................................................. in ............................................... between
.................................................................. (place of residence/corporate seat)
.................................................................., hereinafter referred to as the "Client", and Mr/Ms
.........................................................................., holding Identification Card No. …………..
(home address) ....................................................., hereinafter referred to as the "Volunteer".
The Parties agreed the following:
1. The Client shall contract the Volunteer and the Volunteer shall provide the following services:
1.
2.
3.
2. The Parties agree the commencement date of ................... and the completion date of ...............................
3. The Parties agree that the services under this Contract shall be of a voluntary nature and shall be rendered
free of charge.
4. The Client shall reimburse the Volunteer for any costs incurred by the Volunteer in the course of adequate
provision of the contracted services.
5. The said costs shall be reimbursed within 14 days after the Volunteer has filed a financial report in an agreed
format and attached proofs of payment.
6. The Volunteer may subcontract a third party to provide the services under this Contract; however, the
Volunteer shall be exclusively held accountable for the delivery of these services.
7. The Volunteer shall observe confidentiality with respect to all information pertaining to the services under
this Contract, particularly such information if related to ........................................................................
8. All matters not contemplated in this Contract shall be regulated by the Polish Civil Code.
9. Any changes to the Contract shall be agreed by both Parties and shall be made in writing, as annexes to the
present Contract, otherwise null and void.
10.Any disputes arising from the performance under the present Contract shall be resolved by competent
general courts of law.
11.The Contract is draw up in two identical copies, one for each Party.
The Client

The Volunteer

.................................................................

.................................................................

The contract may be expanded and contain different provisions. The contract above is a generic document
which may be used for volunteer services as it stands no or it may be expanded, as appropriate.
In the answers I took advantage of materials of the Warsaw Volunteer Centre publication e.g. “How to work
with volunteers” published by OSI in conjunction with BORIS and the Warsaw Volunteer Centre, Training
materials of the Volunteer Centres Network and The Act on Public Benefit and Volunteer Work (Act of law of
24th April 2003) by Ministry of Labour and Social Policy.
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Volunteer programmes examined at Warsaw (Poland) Project Meeting:
Access SERVE Project at www.wolontariat.waw.pl/nasze-programy/grundtvig
The Warsaw Volunteer Centre Association – presentation and study visit www.wolontariat.waw.pl
The primary objective of the Association is the promotion and development of civil society in local
communities. In order to ensure the professional character of such initiatives, we have been building the
foundations of volunteering based on a system of volunteer recruitment and training. We want to change the old
negative stereotype of social work in Poland. Because of our mission we have established and developed
volunteering programmes in some areas, such as: Volunteering in Welfare Centres, Volunteering at schools,
Employee Volunteering, The network of Volunteer Centres ,The Voluntary Job Exchange Office, Trainings and
seminars e.g. “How to find and maintain a Volunteer”, “Why is it good to be a Volunteer”, “How to establish
new Volunteer Centre”, Promotional campaigns, On-line platform to connect volunteers with organisations,
Pilot projects e.g. Long-time Volunteering.
The Volunteering program at the Social Welfare Centre in Warsaw at Bielany district – presentation
www.opsbielany.waw.pl
The Social Welfare Centre in Warsaw at Bielany district is a public institution which help people in need and
difficult life situation. The Welfare Centre in Warsaw at Bielany district has its own volunteers and
volunteering program.
The Employee Volunteering program at Orange Polska – presentation www.fundacja.orange.pl
The Orange Foundation is a corporate foundation which established corporate volunteering program in Orange
Polska.
The Volunteering program at the National Stadium by V4Sport Group – presentation www.v4sport.eu
The Fundation V4Sport is a ngo organization which realising projects to support sport volunteering. One of the
activity is the Volunteering program at the National Stadium in Warsaw.
The Volunteering program at the Warsaw Rising Museum – presentation and study visit www.1944.pl
The Warsaw Rising Museum was opened on the 60th anniversary of the outbreak of fighting in Warsaw. The
Museum is a tribute of Warsaw’s residents to those who fought and died for independent Poland and its free
capital. The exhibition depicts fighting and everyday life during the Rising, keeping occupation terror in the
background. The Warsaw Rising Museum has its own volunteers and volunteering programme.
The Warsaw Municipality Office – presentation about the programme of city volunteering in Warsaw
http://ngo.um.warszawa.pl
The Warsaw Municipality is a public institution which wants to estabish a city volunteering program in
Warsaw. They prepared a written version of this program and presented it to our group.
The Volunteering program at the National Museum - presentation and study visit http://www.mnw.art.pl
The National Museum in Warsaw is a national institution of culture, one of the largest museums in Poland and
the largest in Warsaw. The National Museum in Warsaw has its own volunteers and volunteer program.
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1. Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
We have not done any work at this stage on a volunteering programme. But we have experience with training
for unemployment and that is the area we want to get involved with in designing a volunteer programme.
There are two specific areas that we want to explore:
Establish a volunteer programme in consumer advice / consisting of basic financial services for senior citizens
or families in crises. We would do this in cooperation with the local municipality
Establish a volunteer programme to support unemployed people – develop skills from volunteering – the way
to employment and in cooperation with the Labour office
The current high unemployment in Slovakia (14% ) particularly disadvantaged people, for example long-term
unemployed, people over 50 years old and young people leaving school, promotes and develops poverty and so
these groups of people are particularly at risk. They also lose interest in active civic life and get into the social
isolation.
It follows that, in addition to employment needs this group of people is at risk of poverty. We want to
encourage participation in society through appropriate actions in order to integrate fully into society and find
meaning in life. These people need new ideas, good practice and help not only technical but also psychological.
It is necessary to get these people to develop personal and professional skills to know to find their way in a
difficult situation.
Therefore, our volunteer program aims to help these people, not only in self-employment but also in finding the
psychological well-being necessary to tackle the threat of poverty and to promote their social inclusion.
The program will also consist of an information set that will contain the actual data from the region of selfemployment opportunities, volunteering opportunities and also the basics of financial literacy.
The essence of the volunteer program is therefore to seek out people at risk of poverty, especially the
unemployed in the region, provide them with basic information, assist them in the search for self-employment
and also act as a mentor. This innovative approach to people at risk of poverty is not only inspiring for
cooperating Offices of labour and social affairs but also for municipalities that also come into contact with such
people. The volunteers will cooperate as a mentors
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How did you get involved?
Civic Association PROACADEMY has agreed to cooperate with local authorities Labour and Social Affairs
Departments in the Bratislava region where we will begin to implement the program. We will also work with
local municipal authorities and community volunteers.
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
We want to launch the volunteer programme in the autumn of this year at local level. PROACADEMY will
develop the methodology of the program, the documentation and organize volunteer recruitment, training and
their meetings. In doing so, we assume that volunteers will use it to manage knowledge and good practices
learned through the SERVE Project.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
Yes, I have been a volunteer for many years. I work as an expert for the Union of Slovak Towns in finance and
also as a member of various monitoring committees in the area of funding support, economic growth as well as
the social development of the country.
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
I suppose my experience of volunteering and willingness to pursue this activity will benefit the volunteer
program.
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal is
making money (a profit)? Why?
I think that to work as a volunteer for a business is not acceptable, because it is a contradiction of the basic
principal of volunteering.
3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost effectiveness?
We are still only just beginning to get involved in volunteering and therefore our volunteer group will be small,
and will grow gradually. Therefore it will be quite enough that the volunteer group will have one coordinator.
This will also be most cost effective.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
Our group will be small, so there will no problem if someone has a good idea to help in achieving the goal.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
In our program the management style will be based on mutual trust and the maximum effort to achieve goals.
The coordinator will manage volunteers under the established rules, whilst they can submit ideas for improving
managerial work.
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4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
In our program the management style will be based on mutual trust and the maximum effort to achieve goals.
The coordinator will manage volunteers under the established rules, whilst they can submit ideas for improving
managerial work.
5.Volunteer selection and training
How do/would you select volunteer?
As already mentioned in earlier, we are only just beginning and we are only a small group, we want to choose
based on specified criteria. In the program that will be implemented in the local area we will select local
volunteers on the recommendation of the Labour Office and local municipal authorities. These will then be
invited to interview and select them.
How do /would you train volunteers?
Our small group of volunteers will train at a joint meeting, which will then be repeated constantly. Of course,
the coordinator will be able to consult with volunteers in relation to any questions they may have and solve any
problems that may arise.
8. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
Yes, I think it is very important to constantly stimulate volunteer motivation so that volunteers enjoy their
work and enjoy the results. Then certainly the progamme will have met its objectives.
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
We have no experience yet, but we will try to encourage a warm and friendly atmosphere. We will be asking
for their expectations and whether they are met or not. We will meet them as well as for informal meetings /for
example picnic, where we can also find some entertaining way to assess their work. We also assume that we
will learn to motivate volunteers from more experienced partners in SERVE and will use their experiences and
examples of good practice.
9.

Dismissing volunteers

If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your programme?
I think that if there is such a difficult situation, then we should explain to the volunteer that our expectations
were different, but that his / her work is appreciated and s/he might be better suited in other activities or
another position. We would do this at a meeting with the group coordinator, with them both trying to work out
alternative arrangements, while still participating in the project, for example doing administrative work,
translation work and so on. Where we fail to find a common solution, them we could consider ending the
contract. S/he could remain registered in the database with the possibility of participating in another project.
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10. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
Do you like the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
In our program we have a plan for publicity. We would firstly promote the program on our website and
through printed materials - brochures and fact sheets.
These will be placed at the labour offices and municipal offices in the project site and will be open to the
general public. We will also rely on articles in local and regional magazines, newspapers etc. Of course, the
scope of publicity will depend on the budget. Our project is based on the financial support of companies and
we will make intense efforts to obtain this support.
9. Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
The legal framework for volunteering in Slovakia is determined by the Volunteer Act č.406/2011, valid from
1.12.2011 .
The law regulates the legal status and legal relations between volunteer services and volunteers . It defines a
volunteer as a natural person who, of their free choice in their own time without pay granted, volunteers their
service .
The same act exhaustively defines what is considered volunteering . It regulates the legal status of the sending
organization and its obligations in relation to volunteers.
10. Volunteer Agreement
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and
volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme? If so, give a sample
of your agreement.
We do not have an agreement drawn up, but in Slovakia their are particulars set out under the Volunteer Act.
The agreement must include:
• Personal data / volunteer name, address, date of birth
• Designation of beneficiary volunteering or sending organization
• Location, content and duration of volunteering
• Materials to support the volunteer
• Reasons for terminating contracts of volunteers
• Other relevant information necessary to support volunteers such as the provision of mentoring, training etc. /

Our sample of Volunteer agreement is in the following attachment :
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Volunteer agreement:

PROACADEMY

concluded in accordance with the Act . 406/2011 Z. z. about volunteering between the parties :
Organization Name :

PROACADEMY

Zahradnicka 72 Bratislava

Head of the organization:
represented by :
Tel :

email:

Volunteer :
First name and surname .
Date of Birth :
Place of residence
tel . / Cell Phone :
( afterwards " volunteer " )

email:
Article I. Object of the contract

1. The Agreement governs the relations between the sending organization and volunteers
..................................... in carrying out voluntary activities, as well as the rights, duties and obligations
of both parties .
2. The contract is concluded for a fixed period from .............................. to ................................. ,
3. The start, end and duration of volunteer services will be determined by agreement between the volunteer
and the sending organization
4. The volunteer will work at the place designated by the beneficiaries ..........................................................
5. The volunteer will be in charge of carrying out the following activities and actions:
. .................................................. ....................................
.................................................. ......................................
..........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
Article II . The rights and obligations of the sending organization
1. The sending organization shall establish and agree to carry out volunteer activities volunteer conditions
not threatening the life or health .
2. The sending organization is required to ensure adequate volunteer work and protective equipment
required for the tasks in volunteering .
The sending organization determines name, address, residence, email, contacts for the volunteer
coordinator .
3. The sending organization underwrites insurance in case of injury in favor of the volunteer
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Article III . The rights and obligations of the volunteer
1. A volunteer is required to volunteer in person and conscientiously according to their abilities and
knowledge without payment .
2. A volunteer is required to follow the instructions of the volunteering recipient, or person designated by
him .
3. A volunteer is required to use work and protective equipment provided to beneficiaries of volunteering
solely in connection with the implementation of volunteering.
Article IV . Final assignment
Agreement comes into force and effect on the date of signature of the parties .
1. This agrement can be prematurely terminated by written notice . The Volunteer may terminate this
Agreement only for serious reasons of social, health, family, religious, moral or security nature . The
sending organization may terminate this agreement for the following reasons : unsatisfactory
performance of his duties , etc.
2. Agreement is made in two copies , one retained by the sending organization and one by the volunteer

Bratislava , date ......................

------------------------------Volunteer

---------------------------- ----------Sending organization
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Volunteer programmes presented at Bratislava Project Meeting
Access SERVE Project at www.proacademy.sk

National volunteering center
(CARDO Národné dobrovoľnícke centrum )

www.cardo-eu.net

Introduced by Karina Smalcova
This non profit and non-governmental organization was founded in April 2004 with mission to develop
volunteering in Slovakia and in abroad.
Associated with:
•
•
•
•
•

CEV (The European Volunteer Centre),
FKI (Forum of Christian institutions)
PMVRO (Platform „NGDO“ non-governmental and developed organizations (as an observer)
From 2007 runs virtual volunteer center www.dobrovolnictvo.sk
CARDO is one of the main initiators of volunteering law no.406/2011 Z.z. o

Provides volunteer management
Traditional Projects:
•
•

Days of volunteering
Valuations of volunteers

People in Peril Association / PIPA
Človek v ohrození

www.clovekvohrozeni.sk

Introduced by Zuzana Fialova
People in Peril is a non-profit civil society association, established in Slovakia in 1999.
Their mission is to provide effective support to those who suffer the consequences of natural catastrophes,
conflicts and authoritarian regimes. Through activities in Slovakia they strive to contribute to forming an open,
tolerant and solidary society.
Their activities range from Humanitarian Aid and Development Cooperation to Human Rights Advocacy and
Education and Awareness Raising Activities in Slovakia, which include the One World Documentary Film
Festival.
They are a member of the Platform of Non- Governmental Development Organizations in Slovakia. In 2007
they became a partner of the Humanitarian Aid Office of the European Commission- ECHO.
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1.Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
For more than 25 years I developed tasks in the field of social services, always in public administration, and
where I was employed at different departments ( elderly people, evaluation of handicaps, managing plans for
the town halls ….), but my extensive experience in that area was in the management of programmes for
persons without economic resources.
Later, I decided to explore new areas in public administration and I joined the Galician Consumers Institute, in
the training and education department, where they entrusted me with the creation of the Galician Consumers
School, as Principal.
I did not have much experience in education but I applied my knowledge and experience as social worker,
while learning about this new area.
During this time, The Galician Consumers´ Institute established an agreement of collaboration with the Agency
for the Technological Modernization of Galicia (AMTEGA) that manages the digital voluntary work (program
VOLDIX), and we became a collaborator in the program of digital voluntary work, which has a fundamental
aim in training, mainly to diminish the digital gap between the most vulnerable groups of society in order to
avoid exclusion: elderly people, disabled people, immigrants, women, people from the rural areas and from
marginal areas. The purpose of the project is to show all these people the way the new technologies can help
them in their daily life, in their work, for their time of leisure, for their personal development ... etc.
The entities collaborating in this program are public and private entities that represent professional, academic,
managerial and social interests.
Our mission in this programme (VOLDIX), is to train the volunteers who staff these classrooms to enable them
use the tool in a comprehensive way (responsible purchasing, using internet in a safe way, payment with credit
cards, on-line banking ….), but we want to go further and explore other collaborations in voluntary work, that’s
why we are in SERVE.
How do you get involved?
My first contacts with voluntary work were in training and management of volunteers that staff these
classrooms, working with consumer groups and latterly we have the opportunity to develop programs aimed at
underprivileged people, mainly in the area of food. The satisfaction of these projects motivated us to take part
in a project three years ago, in a Red Cross program named: "To consume in times of crisis" directed at persons
in risk of social exclusion through economic disadvantage. In this project our mission was to train volunteers of
the Red Cross in the management of budgets in areas such as: food, housing, energetic saving ….
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In the Galician Consumers´ School we have developed some time ago a training tool on electronic commerce
consisting of a simulator of on-line purchases, purchased initially to teach people to buy safely and responsibly.
This tool was very effective in introducing elderly people and other groups to the internet and helping them to
overcome their fear, to motivate them to do their purchase of food in the most comfortable way, taking into
account that when the elderly learn, it implies an immediate application in their daily life.
This digital volunteer programme gave us the opportunity to extend our program for the whole territory of
Galicia, since they have a network of 92 digital classrooms, mainly rural.
How did/would you establish a volunteer programme?
Our programmes of voluntary work are exclusively in the field of training and not in the direct management of
the volunteers. We maintain on-going contact with the managing entity of the volunteers however to see its
formative needs and how can we collaborate, but we do not reject the idea that in the future we could be able to
manage a program that employs volunteers, especially to support the consumers' organizations.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
On a personal level, I have collaborated in events on citizen participation, with different volunteer
organisations, and in the volunteers' training for organisations that work with people at risk of social exclusion,
such as Red Cross, Cáritas Diocesana, immigrants associations … but not as a volunteer with any one particular
organisation.
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
I believe that my experience as a social worker in the past is what motivates me to try to explore this field and
to collaborate in the volunteers' formation with managing organisations and NGOs. On the other hand, digital
volunteering, looks like an innovative and important field to me because of the way it can help vulnerable
groups overcome inequality. I get great personal fulfilment from this.
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it is acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose primary goal
is making money (a profit)? Why?
I think that though the Spanish laws that regulate volunteerism define this activity as an unpaid area, it is
possible to consider several situations that it could be the case. Socially responsible institutions or companies,
for example may encourage workers to dedicate personally part of their working hours to voluntary activities
and, in this sense, it seems to me to be very positive because it fulfils a great need in society.
In fact, inside VOLDIX I know some companies in the field of telephony, that are collaborating with the digital
program, by allowing employees to volunteer hours work from their normal working hours.
Also for companies working in the social economy the collective interest of their members can be reflected by
them getting involved in really collective projects.
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3. Structuring volunteers
How you structure or would you structure volunteers to use them in a most effective way, including the
profitability of the cost?
In our particular case, it is essential that volunteers receive adequate and sufficient training, in both theoretical
and practical issues and functions that will develop as we manage training programs to ensure the quality of
such training, and that have the materials and tools required for the development of the activities.
We evaluated training very strictly to determine the level of knowledge and skills acquired by volunteers and if
they are sufficiently prepared to assume responsibilities. As important as the training should be, we understand
that participation must be constantly monitored, depending on the structure of the organization. Monitoring can
allow refocus if necessary. The volunteers need to know whether institutions are happy with them.
Organisations meanwhile should have some control over the tasks that volunteers perform.
In our particular case, we have a permanent contact with the management body of volunteers, the body which
maintains the organizational structure and assigns roles and responsibilities, both to the volunteers and the
administrative heads.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with the management of the voluntary work?
Personally I think the allocation of responsibilities is very important and we should always avoid reducing the
role of volunteers to auxiliary and peripheral functions, because they lose motivation.
I think it is necessary that the managing organisation should lead but we also need to promote volunteer
leadership so they can handle responsibility for tasks depending on the management structure. All of this
reinforces motivation and the linkage to the project by volunteers.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking?
As I indicated in the previous answer, the supervision and coordination will be better accepted by the volunteers
if they have some role in the processes, and also in other roles within management of the project and even
taking responsibility for entire project depending on the situation.
4. What type of managerial style do you prefer?
I think the management should be democratic in the sense that allows volunteers to participate in the decisionmaking throughout the project, but I think that the organizational structure should include a hierarchy of
responsibility for the final decision-making and also assume ultimate responsibility for the whole project.
5. Volunteer selection and training
How do / would you select volunteers?
The volunteer’s application is made through the VOLDIX program website where it is advertised and the
various areas of cooperation outlined.
To register as a digital volunteer in this project, we search for Internet users capable of helping, who want to
contribute with their knowledge, enthusiasm and solidarity to the development of the information society in
Galicia, and in particular, to work with those groups where the digital gap has become more evident.
As for their knowledge of computer skills, it is not necessary to have great technical knowledge, they are only
asked to have:
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• User skills, intermediate or advanced
• Social abilities as well as mobility
• Ability to transmit knowledge and information
• And the most important thing, a willingness to sharing time and knowledge
How do / would you train volunteers?
Volunteers who enroll in this program benefit from;
! Permanent training in voluntary work and new technologies, for the development of the competences
necessary to deliver their work
! Formative on-line resources in the different services needed.
! Specific training programs offered by the organisations that collaborate with the digital voluntary work,
for example the Galician Consumers´ School offers to the volunteers, a specific course of 30 hours in ecommerce and consumers rights legislation, as well as in the digital tools with which they are going to
work. This supposes a selection of the really interested and valid, and those who are not really interested
or have any problems finally are not selected.
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
From the digital program we believe that it is very important that the participating organisations for example
the GCS, participate in the project, so they can transmit the social and digital values of the project in as suitable
a way as possible.
The process of motivation with our intermediate agents is fundamental to the motivation of the digital
volunteers, since the most direct contact with them is through these organisations (currently 41 of them).
What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programed?
We support an interesting program of permanent training and information across the Voldix web page. We
provide a digital support that can be used in any of the classrooms belonging to the Voldix Net, among which
are public libraries, CeMIT centers, social and community centers, etc.
We offer an annual program of training courses or lectures on-line or face-to-face, which bring together the
volunteers from different areas.
We are aiming to put in place a social network of digital voluntary work where volunteers can share
experiences.
Many of these actions are entrusted to experienced volunteers who also engage in tasks of support and
coordination of other volunteers.
Specifically from the GCS, we operate a program of pedagogic support and technical advice to the volunteers
who collaborate with our program, offering different formative actions and supporting their activities with our
staff when they need it.
As well, we phone and send cards to volunteers, thanking them for their and also to encourage them to
continue.
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7. Dismissing volunteers
From the Galician Consumers School we consider that the volunteers’ attitude is one of the most important
characteristics when starting into our altruistic digital project. Apart from a previous analysis of their digital
abilities, we try to match both characteristics of a volunteer: attitude and aptitude, before proceeding any
further.
If a complaint is received, related to technical knowledge, from any of the social action organizations that
require volunteers from us, we would analyse any other required digital support where the volunteer could
contribute with his experience and background.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies?
There are different ways of participating and contributing in the Digital Volunteerism program. We promote
the programmes by appealing to peoples’ spirit of civic responsibility or to the corporate social responsibility
from the private sector and other public entities. In addition to that we have to consider the efforts of the public
authorities of Galicia with the solid aim of contributing to the construction of an Information Society that
benefits all the people in our region.
COLLABORATIVE ORGANIZATIONS AND DIGITAL PATRONS
1. COLLABORATIVE ORGANIZATIONS
From the very beginning in January 2012, the Digital Volunteerism project was conscious of the need of
support from public institutions and social action organizations of Galicia. This is why the concept of
“Collaborative Organizations” was created: a group constituted mainly of organizations belonging to the Third
Galician Sector, that directly developed the project.
2. DIGITAL PATRONS
These are private companies working the area of information technology and communication cooperating in a
relevant way with the Digital Volunteerism program.
Digital patronage like:
-

Corporate voluntarism
Training of consumers/users
Donation of capital assets
Assigning the use of ICT areas
Communication support
Funding events

As a result of the combination of the digital volunteers, all of the collaborative organizations, institutions and
digital patrons, who give their time, enthusiasm technological resources and knowledge in solidarity, we have
managed to compile a group of good practices for e-inclusion, that allow us to show society how ICT
contributes to the process of social development in our community.
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9 GALICIAN VOLUNTEERING: REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Volunteering in Galicia is regulated by the Regional Law 10/2011, 21st December, on Volunteering Action
(LEY 10/2011, de 28 de noviembre, de acción voluntaria).
The law defines volunteering as activities of general interest developed by individuals, not carried out on the
grounds of a labour, public service, mercantile or any other paid relationship.
It must meet the following criteria:
! The activity must be of an altruistic and solidarity nature;
! It must be freely chosen and not subject to any personal duty or legal boundary;
! It must be carried out without economic gain and without prejudice to the right of the volunteer to be
reimbursed for any expenses s/he may incur while fulfilling their tasks;
! It must be developed through public or private non-profit organisations in the framework of a concrete
programme or project.
! Voluntary activity that takes place in an isolated, sporadic or individual way, outside the framework of
public or private non-profit organisations, or motivated by family relations or friendship, is expressly
excluded from the concept of voluntary work in Galicia.
10. Volunteer Agreement
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and
volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme? If so, give a sample
of your agreement.
This is governed by the Regional Law 10/2011, 21st December, on Volunteering Action (Art 7.f):
An agreement between the organisation and the individual proving the nature and length of the activity
undertaken, the rights and duties of the volunteering organisation and the volunteer, the number of hours
committed by the volunteer, any necessary training of the volunteer, duration of the agreement, among others
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AGREEMENT OR COMMITMENT TO JOIN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
Collaboration agreement between the legal representative of the organization and the volunteer (Gallicia)
ARRANGED BY:
On one side, (name of the Organization) ____________________________________, with CIF
______________ and register number 1_____________; and, on its behalf and representation, Ms./
Mr._______________________________________, of legal age, with DNI nº ______________, as a
__________________________ (hereinafter “THE ORGANIZATION”).
On the other side, Ms. / Mr..______________________________________, born on ______________, with
DNI nº _______________, insurance policy number ________________, resident in ________________,
residing on the street _______________, nº_____ locality ________________(hereinafter “THE
VOLUNTEER”).
The two parties mutually recognize full capacity to undertake this collaboration agreement, for the purposes of
which EXPRESS:
I.- THE ORGANIZATION is set up with independent/dependent legal entity (delete as appropriate) of
______________________, and aims at
.....................…..................................................................................................................
.
...........................................................................................................................................
.
...........................................................................................................................................
.
...........................................................................................................................................
.
To achieve these aims, THE ORGANIZATION established volunteer programs.
II.- THE VOLUNTEER is interested in the altruistic collaboration within the framework of any of the
volunteer programs of the organization.
The volunteer organizations’ registration number 1 regulated by Decree 405/2001, the 29th of November, by
which it is approved the Registration of the Galician volunteer Organizations (DOG nº 1, the 2nd of January
2002), stipulated on the second final provision of the Law 10/2011, the 28th of November, about voluntary
action in Galicia (DOG nº 242, the 21st of December 2011).
III.- To regularize the relationship that both parties want to establish, in compliance with the stipulated on
Article 13 of the law 10/2011, the 28th of November, of voluntary action in Galicia (DOG Nº 242, the 21st of
December 2011) by which it is accomplished this COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT, regulated by the
following
CLAUSES:
First.- Altruistic nature of the relationship:
The collaboration provided by the volunteer in any of the programs of the organization will be of an altruistic
and free nature, not earning any salary, fees, raw, allowances or any other compensation of a fee nature..
Therefore, in no case could be a working civil commercial relation or any other payable.
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Second.- Rights and duties of the volunteer:
1. THE VOLUNTEER has got the following rights:
a) To be treated without any discrimination regarding their freedom, dignity, privacy and beliefs.
b) To be informed and trained in particularly regarding risk prevention and to develop the voluntary activity in
the proper safety , hygiene and health conditions demanded by the action.
c) To have an identification badge of their status as a volunteer.
d) To receive from the volunteer organizations developing the volunteer action in which they take part, the
information, training, advising and technical support, as well as the material resources required by the activities
and tasks assigned to them.
e) To take actively part in the volunteer action of the organization in which they are integrated according to the
statutes, collaborating in the planning, design, implementation and evaluation of the programs in which they
take part.
f) To freely agree with the organization of the volunteer action in which they are integrated, the content and
conditions of their voluntary action, the field of action, the concrete tasks, time and the hours dedicated, the
development place and the responsibilities to be assumed, may vary the characteristics may vary the
characteristics if the circumstances of the organization made it possible.
g) To be ensured by an insurance policy covering the volunteer risks of accident, as well as for damages caused
to third parties arising directly from their voluntary action.
h) To be refunded or compensated for the expenses incurred while carrying out their voluntary actions in the
terms previously agreed with the organization in which they integrate.
i) To receive a certification of their participation in the programs and projects of the voluntary action,
expressing at least the nature and dates they were made, and this certificate to be sent to the Register of
Voluntary Action, for them to prove their experiences in the voluntary action.
j) Get a change on the assigned program if there are justifiable causes, considering the possibilities of the
organization.
k) Freely resign, after notice, to its status as a volunteer.
l) Any other rights recognized in the legal system.
2. THE VOLUNTEER has got the following duties:
a) To develop their activities according to the principles established by law.
b) To observe the adopted health and safety measures.
c) To keep the due confidentiality on the information received and known in the development of their
voluntary action.
d) To act in a diligent, coordinated, responsible and solidarity manner in the development of their voluntary
action, fulfilling their voluntary activity according to the rules and principles established in the regulations, and
collaborating with the participating organization and the other volunteers in the achievement of greater
efficiency and quality in the programs and the objectives to be carried out.
e) To take part in the training activities considered necessary for an adequate development of the voluntary
action.
f) To respect the rights of the recipients of their voluntary action and the other volunteers with whom they
collaborate.
g) To fulfil the commitments undertaken with the organization they are integrated in, respecting the aims,
objectives and internal regulations.
h) To reject any compensation they could receive for their activity.
i) To use properly the identification badge as a volunteer and the symbols of the organization in which they are
integrated, returning them when the activity is finished.
j) Look after and make good use of the material resources that the organization put at their disposal.
k) Notify to the organization their resignation in advance, to adopt the necessary measures to prevent damages
on the activity they take part.
l) Any other duties recognized in the legal system.
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Third.- Duties of the organization:
a) Elaborate and approve the internal regulations of voluntary action, that will indicate the specific conditions
of admission and loss of the status of volunteer, its rights and duties, the mechanisms for their participation in
the organization and the principles governing the relationship between them.
b) Inform the volunteers about the aims and operation system of the organization of voluntary action.
c) Cover the expenses of the volunteers derived from the development of their voluntary action.
d) Prevent from replacing, through the activities developed by volunteers, jobs that should be paid.
e) Fulfil the agreements established with volunteers in their commitment of collaboration.
f) Provide the volunteers with a badge that identifies them and enables them to develop their activity.
g) Issue a certificate, after the request of the person concerned, attesting their status as volunteers, indicating
dates, duration and provision made in the programs they took part. On request of the person concerned, and
after approving the transfer of your personal data, a copy of this certification will be sent to the registration of
voluntary action.
h) Guarantee to volunteers the realization of their activities in proper hygiene and safety conditions according to
its very nature and characteristics, as well as the establishment of appropriate risk prevention measures.
i) Subscribe an insurance policy to cover volunteers from the risks of accidents arising from the development of
the voluntary action
and third parties for damages possibly caused by volunteers in the course of this activity.
j) Facilitate the participation of volunteers in the preparation, design, implementation and evaluation of the
programs in which they take part.
k) Write an annual report and an action plan with the content established regularly.
l) keep an internal register book of additions, withdrawals and other incidents in which the volunteers might
find themselves, specifying the programs and projects in which they collaborate and the nature of the activities
they develop.
m) Guarantee the appropriate information, training, guidance and counselling of the volunteers that collaborate
with the organizations to achieve greater efficiency in their activity as well as provide them with the necessary
means.
n) Promote efficiency assigning and using public resources and the involvement of Galician society, sharing
activities in programs and projects with other organizations of voluntary action.
ñ) Carry out the monitoring and evaluation of the planned activities, ensuring the program is run under
prearranged terms
o) Fulfil the other duties derived from what establishes the rest of the legal system.
Fourth.- Content of the functions and activities of the volunteer:
THE VOLUNTEER will provide the collaboration in the following activities of the ORGANIZATION:
1. ______________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________
4._______________________________________________________________
5._______________________________________________________________
6._______________________________________________________________
7._______________________________________________________________
8._______________________________________________________________
9._______________________________________________________________
10._______________________________________________________________
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Fifth.- Time dedicated that the volunteer agrees to perform:
THE VOLUNTEER will provide collaboration for _______ days of _______ hours.
Sixth.- Training process required:
the specific training require to carry out the service in which the VOLUNTEER is going to collaborate is as
follows
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
THE VOLUNTEER already has the training required / or THE VOLUNTEER will acquire the necessary
training within the ORGANIZATION attending the courses or activities set up
Seventh.- Length of the commitment:
This agreement will be of an indefinite duration. It can be revoked by any of the parties, having to communicate
its decision to the other party in advance, depending on the type of collaboration provided, and, in any event, in
a way that does not causes a damage to the one receiving the communication.
Eight:
For the not provided by the text of the agreement, it will prevail the Law 10/2011 of the 28th of November of
voluntary action in Galicia. And as an evidence of accordance, this agreement is signed by both parties
involved in
___________________ the____ of _____________ of ______.
Legal representative of the organization
Signed.:______________________

The volunteer
Signed.: _____________________
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Volunteer programmes examined at Santiago de Compostela (Spain) Project Meeting:
Galician Consumer’s School: Introducing the Volunteer Training Programme, Lecturer: Cristina Justo
Galician Consumer´s School has developed many volunteer training activities: with the Immigration
Department , other departments of the Galician Government as well as entities like Red Cross Galicia, Charitas
or COGAMI in order to develop the responsible consumption program. In May 2012, an important new
agreement was signed between the School and Digital Voluntary Network of Galician Government to achieve
computer literacy for adult people. The School developed a digital tool: the shop online simulator .This tool is
integrated in CEMIT Program and has a special influence in rural areas. Cemit’s voluntary instructors have
been trained by Galician Consumer´s School, that also offers them pedagogical support www.igc.xunta.es
“Introducing volunteer experiences in Galicia”. Lecturer: José Ramón Rey Couselo
The Headquarters of Volunteering of the Galician Autonomous Government, is an official organism that
promotes, organizes and coordinates volunteer actions of its own and those developed by different entities in
the private area of the Galician territory. It organizes training courses for managers and volunteers and provides
economic support to different voluntary activities and volunteer organisations
http://www.voluntariadogalego.org/web/modulo.php?mod=cur
“Digital Volunteer experience success” Lecturer: Patricia López Quintiá
The Digital Volunteering Programme is a solidarity programme promoted by the Galician Agency for
Technological Modernization (Amtega) and the Regional Ministry of Employment and Welfare.
The purpose of the project is to show how new technologies can help people in their daily lives, in their job or
in searching for a job, in their leisure time, to their personal development, etc.
The CeMIT Network was established in March 2011. It currently has 98 public classrooms provided with
Internet access throughout Galicia.
The Digital Volunteering programme, which was implemented in January 2012, with the objective of
complementing the digital literacy actions being taken through the CeMIT Network, reaching groups that
present a greater social risk and digital exclusion and collaborating with the social action entities in Galicia with
the purpose of meeting their Internet and new technologies needs.
http://igc.xunta.es/portal/page?_pageid=93,992577&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
Where the impossible is formated and the able installed--	
  Fingoi’s ocupational classroom of new
technologies- COGAMI
COGAMI is a declared of utility non-profit entity set up in 1990, legally recognized as a colaborator entity in
social terms for people with disabilities and working to achieve their full inclusion in all fields of society,
through the defence and promotion of their rights, the claim for social change, in the empowerment of the
association and the provision of services satisfying their needs and expectations.
Through its network of associations, it is developing the Volunteering plan of COGAMI with a mission to
empower the capabilities of the people, encouraging autonomy and independence. For this reason, the activities
carried out are closely related to the different programmess and services offered by the Confederation.
http://www.cogami.es/es/entidades-miembro/centros-de-recursos-cogami-asociaciones/crd-cogami-fingoicentro-de-recursos-para-personas-con-gran-discapacidad-fisica-de-la-comarca-de-lugo/localizacion/
INTECO- Educa R Program” Lecturer: Pablo López
The program "EDUCA R" it is an initiative of the Galician Telephone Company and Communication "R" that
uses the experience of their workers and professionals as volunteers, in collaboration with INTECO
( National Institute of Communication Technologies of the the Ministry of Culture).
Its training programmes are aimed at families and teachers about the safe use of Internet and ICT for children
and young people. It also offers lectures in the primary and secondary schools in Galicia aimed at students.
http://www.inteco.es/speakers/filterByLetter/enise/ponentes/listado_alfabetico/?i=R
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1. Volunteer programme
What kind of volunteer programme are you involved in?
The civil servants association of Antalya (ANMED) organizes various events in order to help adults
including its members and staff to develop their personal, social, sportive, cultural and artistic capabilities.
The association organizes some seminars and courses for this purpose.
How did you get involved?
Since our establishment in 2005, we have been organising such activities and events in support of decisions
that our fellow members and our volunteers take. We do this with people who work in various and different
public organizations and enterprises after holding various meetings. We believe in creating a new and
necessary awareness in the public because we think that there is such a need in our society.
How did / would you establish a volunteer programme?
We reach our personnel or members whom we need to contact by way of social media (such as MSN,
TWITTER, FACEBOOK accounts) or by hanging our banners and brochures which we prepare beforehand
on the bulletin boards of the public organizations and enterprises or by sending them messages to their
mobile phones.
Have you ever been a volunteer? If so, what sector?
Yes, we have become volunteers (to help people who are victims of and sufferers from various casualties
such as earthquakes, natural disasters by supplying them with food, and various other materials they need)
and we have also provided training on using personal computers and internet for the personnel working in
various public organizations and enterprises.
What lessons did the experience bring to your management of your volunteer programme?
We think that such voluntary actions and services give us happiness and pleasure which cannot be
compared with any other valuable materials at all. In this manner we take steps for the unification,
friendship and brotherhood of our society, which we need in these times.
2. Volunteers in the business sector
Do you think it is acceptable to work as a volunteer for a business or other organization whose
primary goal is making money (a profit)? Why?
This is unacceptable to us. We think that it is contrary to our mission that is indicated above, because this
may cause harm to the confidence of other people in the events that we organize. Therefore we do not act
like a business and we work as volunteers who belong to our organisation and working on the activities.
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3. Structuring volunteers
How do / would you structure volunteers to utilize them most effectively, including cost
effectiveness?
We don’t pay for our members and volunteers and we tell them this and also about our mission when we
choose them. We have different activities in our association. We have big meetings some days of the week
and also we have small and quick decision making meetings regarding our working structure to be more
effective.
Would you ask experienced volunteers to help you with volunteer management?
Yes, we ask experienced volunteers to help us even if they are not our association’s volunteers and we also
get guidance from the teachers who work at the university.
What type of managerial responsibilities can you foresee volunteers undertaking ?
They are able to take any intermediate level decisions to some extent if they are given any chance to feel
free.
4. Management style
What type of managerial style do you prefer? (Authoritarian, Autocratic, Democratic, Consultative,
Persuasive, or other) Why?
We prefer Democratic and Consultative managerial styles. We record all our decisions and we sign them
personally. We think that it will be nice to practice Democracy because the volunteers are there not for the
financial expectations but for help.
5. Volunteer selection and training
How do / would you select volunteers?
We mainly choose our volunteers from people who work at government posts or from people who have a
good relationship with our present members. Of course there is no limitation to being a volunteer at our
association. If the person wants to be a volunteer , he/she is invited to our introductory meetings or any
other activities which give them a glimpse of what we are about. If there is any need they can be put next
to our permanent members to get used to voluntary works. After all this, they are asked to join us. They
are also given a chance to support our activities with/without being part of us.
How do / would you train volunteers?
We use documents in connection with the activities which we source from public offices and other
associations. We get help from the experts to improve our activities.
6. Motivating volunteers
Do you think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers' self-motivation?
Yes, we think it is important to continuously stimulate volunteers’ self motivation. It is difficult for
volunteers to motivate themselves all the time.
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What do / would you do to maintain volunteers' interest in your volunteer programme?
It is difficult for volunteers to motivate themselves all the time. That is why we arrange weekly and
monthly meetings at our association and we take decisions to plan for the next term activities. These
decision making processes are recorded.
We also invite the family members of the volunteers to increase the motivation level of the members (eg.
introduction meetings with breakfast served) We give certificates or plaques to thank the volunteers.
7. Dismissing volunteers
If a volunteer proves himself / herself unsuitable for a position, how do / would you dismiss them?
How feasible do you think it would be to guide them towards another position within your
programme?
If the volunteer does not think that he/she is suitable for the volunteer position we encourage them to begin
helping us part-time. But in the long term, they are put in a right position according to their experience. We
never force them to be a volunteer for us because we do not pay them. It is possible to use our own money
to finance them.
Volunteers are free to leave us at any time and free to ask to change his/her position to be more effective
for us.
8. Promotion of volunteer programmes
How do / would you promote your volunteer programme to individuals and companies? Do you like
the idea of persuading companies to volunteer for a project / help your project?
We promote our association via SMS, internet website, phone calls, leaflets etc. If there is major activity
we contact TV Channels to increase the awareness of the projects.
It is very important to see companies take part in our activities. Because they are able to provide us with
premises, transport, food etc. It also saves us using all of the money collected from the members of our
association. We could not manage to finance these activities on our own. In this case, we request
sponsorship from the company to support us. It eases the pressure on the members. 90% of our members
consist of public servants. So, sometimes it is not easy to get extra money from them for the big activities.
9. Legalities
What is the legal framework for volunteerism in your country? (Short description)
The legislations of the Republic of Turkey allows voluntary activities. These legislations encourage people
to volunteer. But these processes must be carried out by an legal association or foundation. All the income
and expense must be recorded and reported to the relevant government institutions. The government also
takes no taxes from these volunteer organisations.
10. Volunteer Agreement
Volunteer Agreements are written guidelines that clarify expectations for both organization and
volunteer.
Have you already developed a Volunteer Agreement for your volunteer programme?
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Yes. Our association helped people who suffered the earthquake in Van in 2011. We supported families by
giving food packages including meet etc. during the eid-ul-adha(muslim festival of sacrifices). According
to our plan, we went to Van in the second day of this festival in 2012. Each member was responsible for 10
families this earthquake area. Our members paid their own food and transport expenditure themselves. If
they couldn’t find any money to finance themselves they were able to get extra help from their friends or
relativies around them.
Fotoğraf

ANTALYA MEMURLAR DERNEĞİ
07.021.031/7-276715
VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT
Address : ELMALI MAHALLESİ 15. SOKAK NO:6/2 MURATPASA / ANTALYA

Name

Sure Name

Place of Birth & Date

TC No

Father’s Name
Mother’s Name

Gender

Profession

Blood Type

Address

Home:
Business :	
  

Home Phone Number

GSM No

E-Mail Address
Education
Graduated Depatment
Computer Applications,
volunteer opportunities: what is your
area of expertise or interest

	
  Photography,

Sports

Tour,

Music

Drawing

	
  Theater

Web design
English translation
Provide the Volunteers
Other
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

By signing below I agree that all information I have provided in this application is true and as a
volunteer of your association, I agree to abide by the policies and procedures.
Tarih: ……… /………/………….

Volunteer signature

Officer Association signature
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Volunteer programmes examined at Antalya (Turkey) Project Meeting
Access SERVE Project at : http://www.anmed.net/grundtvig-learning/foto.html
The Antalya Public Servants Association (ANMED)
Address: Elmalı Mah. 15. sok. No:6/2 ANTALYA
The presentation of the program at the ANMED Antalya Public Servants Association.
http://www.anmed.net/
The Antalya Public Servants Association (ANMED), provides support to the economically and socially
disadvantaged people by giving educational courses, organizing cultural, social and sport activities for the
adults and especially public servants living in Antalya including the members and staff of the association.
Visiting the AKDİM Antalya Intercultural Dialogue Center.
http://www.akdim.org/
AKDİM is a organization of intercultural communication open for everyone without dividing people on the
basis of religion, language, race and social status. Its vision is to ensure social dialogue, peace, love and
tolerance. Its mission is to bring people together on different issues and to make contribution in every sphere of
our lives - from art to sport, from sightseeing to conference.
It operates as a voluntary organization aimed at helping foreigners living in Antalya in learning the customs of
the Turkish culture and integrating in the society as well as at providing social support and legal assistance on
the problems they may come across.
Visiting “Is anybody here” Relief and Aid Organization Antalya Branch Office.
http://www.kimseyokmu.org.tr/?p=sube&s=antalya
The “Is anybody here” organization is dedicated to distributing aid and providing effective and immediate
solutions to those in need, both in the country and abroad by protecting their dignity and without dividing
people on the basis of religion, language and sex. Its most prominent activity is to carry out projects, to provide
support and to ensure infrastructure necessary to implement the solutions on the basis of mutual cooperation.
In times of disasters it provides aid not only to Turkish citizens but also to all the countries and people who
called for help.
Visiting the HAMLEDER Education, Culture, Relief and Aid Organization, http://hamleder.org
HAMLEDER is a civil organization considering education to be a solution for all problems, regarding
ignorance and poverty as the main source of all problems, and believing that all wounds can be treated by love,
compassion, mutual help and solidarity.
The bedrock of the HAMLEDER mission is to ensure social solidarity and mutual assistance by arranging a
number of social and cultural activities along with giving all necessary educational help to primary-school
children from poor families.
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